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Introduction
In the writings of Pacific scholars there has been the conspicuous lack
of information about women's knowledge, domestic roles, and needs. The
asswnption, of course, is that data on worren is nice to collect but not
essential (Tiffany 1984:4). The world of the ferm.le has been perceived as
limited and specific in contrast to the male world which appears broad and
generalized. Moreover, researchers have assumed that knowledge derives fran
relationships anDng rren and from understandings of rren (Ibid.:3). There-
fore, males have served as the core of Pacific ethnography, resulting in the
portrayal of women, over the past sixty years, as shadowy ananalies
(Ibid. : 7) .
In the recent decade, which has also been designated as the United
Nations Decade for Worren 1975-1985, VvDrren have becane increasingly vocifer-
ous in claiming rights and raising their profiles in society. The Pacific
the worren's movement, while undoubtedly rooted in the international feminist
movement, has taken on a style or voice of its own. It would seem instruc-
tive, therefore, to examine both what worren are doing and saying, and the
issue of feminism in OCeania, in order to correct the bias in Pacific
research. contemporary scmlars are mw beginning to understand that,
"rethinking Pacific island societies within the contexts of women's experi-
ences is a preliminary step for defining feminist relevance in Oceanic
research, and for incorrorating women more canpletely into anthropological
and historical discourse of the future" (Ibid.:ll). Scholars have only
begw1 to discover the intellectual challenges that these diverse perspec-
tives offer (Ibid.). Clearly, one aspect of VvDn-en's experiences has been
the wanen's moven-ent, that is, the proliferation of wanen's club and associ-
ations throughout the region, and their expanding pcwer and vision.
The following paper looks at wanen's clubs in the south Pacific both as
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a structure imposed from outsiders and, nDre recently, as an indigenous
response of Pacific island women to their changing lifestyle and needs.
Moreover, the study of women's work and groups, wi thin the context of the
U.N. Decade for Wonen, helps define the place of the feminist movenent in
the region, reveals what wonen are saying and doiI1<]", and recCXjnizes their
significant contribution to the national developnent of their various coun-
tries. As the "new" or "revisionist" history sheds light uEXln islander
responses to blackbirding, trading, and early contact with foreigners, so a
study of wonen's groups as a response to social and economic change reveals
that Pacific wanen are hardly shadowy anomalies, lacking in strength and
vision. They are a group which must be heard, whose contribution to devel-
opment has been and will continue to be significant, arrl whose story can
help oorrect the earlier bias in anthropolCXjical and historical writings of
the Pacific.
The paper is divided into two sections. Part ore traces the grCMth of
warren's collective consciousness from women's work as colonial ventures in
the 19th century, to the rise of the feminist movenent as presented in the
1960s through the present. The wcmen's rrovement has teen given special
focus because the various intenlational, regional and national conferences
and organizations canprising it have given voice to what Pacific wonen are
thinking and aspiring. An examination of the centra 1 arguments of the
movement, and issues and needs of Pacific v-.Dnen, provide the context in
which to assess the role and trend of wonen's clubs. Part two of the paper
looks at what wonen are actually achieving through village clubs and nation-
al and regional organizations in five countries within Melanesia and Polyne-
Sla.
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PART ONE: THE PACIFIC walliN) S MOVEMENT
History
The worren's movement in the Pacific has its roots in the early worren's
clubs which \\ere started by the wives of missionaries and colonial govern-
ment officers in the 1ate 19th century. These early clubs, a lthough well
intended, were colonial ventures, tending to be p:l.temalistic, elitist,
protestant and afDlitical (Goodwillie and Lechte 1986:62). Prime examples
of these early groups were those in East New Britain Province of Papua New
Guinea (PKG), Fiji, and Western Samoa. The activities centered around
religious instructirn, equipping wanen with danestic skills (based on the
western interpretation), sewing, European cooking methods, hygiene, and
infant care (a more detailed account is found in Part 'IWo under the respec-
tive country headings).
On a regional scale, worren's issues were also discused, and action
taken, by the Pan-Pacific and South East Asia Warren's Association. In 1924
Alexander Hune Ford, Director of the Pan-Pacific Union of Honolulu, encour-
aged a group of worren in Hawaii to prorrote a Pan-Pacific Wanen's Conference.
In 1928 wanen fran Australia, Canada, China, Fiji, Japan, Korea, Mexico,
Netherlands, East Indies, New Zealand, Philippines, American samoa, U.S.A.,
and Hawaii met in Honolulu and founded the association. 'IWo objectives were
outlined in the constitution: "To strengthen the bonds of peace among Paci-
fic peoples by promoting a better understanding and friendship among the
warren of all Pacific countries, [and] to initiate and prorrote cooperation
arrong warren of the Pacific region for the study and betterrrent of existing
conditions" (PPSEAWA 1978:5). The degree to which Pacific islander warren
were invol ved in the association was probably negl igible, though tOW3.rds the
1960s Fiji, A. sarrca, and Tonga were becoming increasingly active.
Following World War II, responsibility far overseeing worren's groups
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shifted from missionaries and the wives of colonia 1 government officers to
regional organizations and later, in the 1960s, to the national governments.
Such a move was significant in that it moved wornen's issues out of the hane
and small, "private" groups, into the publ ic arena where they could be
addressed nationally or even regionally. The stage then, was being set for
concerted action and policy. In 1947 a resolution which was made at the
South Pacific ConferenCE, and attached to the Canberra Agreement, called for
a study of education and social development of waren and girls in relation
to the status of worren (SPC 1981:1). In 1953 the second South Pacific
Conference discussed wanen and wanen's roles in the canmunity. In 1956 a
part-time Women's Interest Officer was appointed, and in 1959 a Wornen's
Interest Programne ccmnenced (Ibid.). Fbllowing the fourth South Pacific
conference in Rabaul in 1959, tlEre was a vigorous exPansion of women's
organized activities throughout the region, largely aided by the Commis-
sion's Wornen's Interest officer, Margaret Stuart (McBean 1962:52). By 1960,
short leadership training courses for wanen's work were initiated in Fiji,
Papua and New Guinea, and Aitutaki in the Cook Islands (Stewart 1960:43).
In the former two territories the courses were directed under the auspices
of the PPSEAWA and the women's work offiCErs of the colonial administra-
tions. The content of the courses reflected the typical view of a wanen's
place. Flannelgraphs Vk're wicely used to convey ideas and stinulate discus-
sion on the place, responsibility and potential of the worran in her harle,
her canmunity, and her country. Club organization and projects rosed on
hornecrafts, health, nutrition and childcare were also taught (Ibid.). While
the topics covered were still prirrari ly "domestic" or Vk'lfare in orienta-
tion, one can see a slight broadening of vision: indigenous club leaders
\\ere being sought and trained, lessons on club organization given, and
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worren's issues, as they related to the wider "public" or natiornl arena,
discussed.
In 1962 one of the main topics discussed at the fifth South Pacific
Conference in Pago Pago was the changing role of waren in the Pacific. The
need to associate wanen with men in a 11 phases of conmunity deve loprrent was
particularly stressed (McBean 1962:52). The rosic problem was seen as the
general acceptance of waren's equal role in society (Ibid.:53).
In 1963 the South Pacific Canmission (SPC) camnunity Etlucation Training
Centre (CEre) was established in Suva in response to the fifth South Pacific
Conference. As a regiorn 1 training centre for women, it has been unparal-
lelled (see Part Two under "regional/international outreach").
Independence, first achieved in the 60s, provided rrore impetus for
women's invol verrent in developrrent and work in cl ubs. The transition fran
colonial status to independent countries also tested wornen's groups; without
their colonial leaders some clubs fell apart. More importantly, hcwever,
others experienced a re-birth or revival along rmch nore nationalistic or
indigenous values. The idea of wanen's clubs, while originally imposed by
colonial residents, had clearly caUj"ht on-- \\8.S beginning to gather its own,
local marenturn. This was most vividly expressed in the language shift fran
Ehglish to Pidgin in women's club newsletters in the New Hebrides/Vanuatu
and Solanon Islands, and in the shift fran European club structure to one
which reflected traditional social organization and values concerning mem-
bership. While these changes are noteworthy and helpful in providing a
rockround for the POSt-1960s waren's work, the biggest thrust behind the
women's moverrent carne with the U.N. dec1aration of the 1975-1985 Decade for
Women.
WonEn's Movement in the Pacific
The U.N. Decade for Women placed the wanen's moverrent in the Pacific in
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an international context. Worren's lead2rs learned that worldwide worren W2re
becoming more aware socia11y and pol i tica 11y and were fighting for equa1
rights with men. Throughout Third World countries worren W2re acknowledging
that their position in society resulted fran pre-colonia 1 and colonial
processes which allowed for or created inequalities and eventual disadvan-
tages for wanen. In an effort to exploit the potential international visi-
bility afforded by the Decade, Pacific worren organized and attended regional
conferences and sent delegates to international ones. Summarized below are
the major conferences of the Decade, the three central arguments of the
wanen's moverrent as reflected in the proceedings of the conferences, and the
key issues and needs which have reen rePeatErlly voiced throughout the Dec-
ade.
The first Pacific Worren's Conference was held in Suva in 1975. The
idea for it was first voiced at a Port Moresby Young Wanen's Christian
Association (YW:A) panel discussion in 1974, and later endorsed by a region-
al worren's student group at the University of the South Pacific (USP) , in
recognition of the approaching U.N. International Worren's Year (Gocrlwillie &
Lechte 1986:59). The planners of the conference received mixed reactions
fran the public; sane criticized that it was a plot related to ''wanen's
lib", though the majority's reaction was favorable, demonstrating the wo-
men's concern for examining their role and status in society, particularly
the conflicts between the tradition and the new impetus for women to develop
to their full potential (Slatter 1976:iii). Delegates carre fran PNG, Solo-
rron Islands, New Hebrides, New Caledonia, Gilbert Islands, Fiji, 'Ibnga,
Samoa, Cook Islands, Australia, and New Zealand. At the crnference the
worren distinguished their needs and derrands from the western oriented wo-
men's liberation movement, agreeing that Pacific women should find their own
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way of seeking equality and better opportunities (Griffen 1976:67). Another
noteworthy distinction of the conference was the breadth of concerns ex-
pressd. vJanen were concerred not mly ,vith ''women's issues" but also about
their nations and the region. Stressed was the neE:rl for equality in Pacific
oriented education; equality in religious structures; banning sexist and
imperialist literature, television, and cinema; law reform relating to
econanic security; land rights; independence for colonial territories; and
the creation of women's organizations and networks (see also the resol utions
of the conference-- Appendix 1).
Claire Slatter, the organizing secretary for the conference, believed
that the conference had opened the way to an active and sustained concern
for the participation of wanen in the region, and that all people would
benefit (Slatter 1976:iv). Certainly, much activity was stimulated within
countries, and plans for national council s of women and national wanen's
conventions were fomed (Good.willie & Lechte 1986:59).
Other major conferences included the Micronesian Women's Convention
(Palau, August 1977), YWCA Conference (January 1978), Copenhagen Mid-Decade
Conference for Women (July 14-30 1980) and Follow-Up Conference, Papeete
Conference (July 20, 1981), Pacific Churches Women's Conference (1981),
International Women and Food Conference (June 1982), Australia Pacific
Women's Peace Conference (Sydney, June 29-30 1985), and the Nairobi Confer-
ence (July 15-26 1985)) In acmrd with the 1975 Suva conference, the focus
of discussions was increasiIBly widened to encomIBss problEms of nuclear
testing and dumping, nuclear pONered or amed ships, land rights, alcohol-
ism, street crime, access to media, the recognition of wanen's rights, the
function of women's organizations, and the attitudes of governments to
women's problems (Copp211 1975:27).
As wi 11 be seen below in the surmrary of issues and needs, proceedings
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from the (not exhaustive) list of conferences convey the desire of Pacific
wemen to redefine the feminist moverrent in vie.v of their own lifestyle am
custans. Pacific worren have not concerned therrsel ves with bra-burning but
rather, advocate the importance of equal participation of worren with men in
development. As the relevance of bra-burning is questioned, so too is the
use of the term "danestic". An anthropolCXjist/s reflection of the Melpa of
Mount Hagen in the PNG highlands has relevance for the rest of the Pacific:
"The Western conception of dorresticity-- as a condition of childlike depend-
ency from which worren must be liberated in order to recane autonarous per-
sons-- is a significant feminist concern in Euro-American societies but
inappropriate to Hagen conceptions of worren and what is dorrestic" (Tiffany
1984:6). The modern definition of "wanen/s interest" in industrialized
societies identifies cooking, sewing, cleaning, childcare, heal thcare, and
decorative crafts as appropriate ferrale roles. As a result, hanemaking
skills taught in domestic science or heme economics courses \\ere based upon
consunption oriented activities rather than on production (Schoeffel
1983:26). Pacific worren correctly argue, however, that trese activities are
only a part of their role and that sane of these tasks were not their
responsibility but that of rren or children (Meleisea 1986:66). Worren have
had other important roles-- farming, trading, manufacturing essential gcx:rls
and valuables used in every day life and in exchange (Meleisea 1982:60). In
other words, most Pacific wanens danestic roles emphasized the production
of food as well as its preparation.
Pacific waren 1eaders have therefore been encouraging their sisters to
avoid the patterns of industrialized societies which have separated and
assigned unequal value to men/s and wanen/s work. Because of the inappro-
priateness of hemerraking as the sole occupation of v.x:>ITen, these leaders
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argue that rea1 improvenent in the position 0 f wonen wi. 1 1 cane not through
an expansion of traditional fenale activities but through the equal partici-
p3.tion of wonen with nen in what, traditimally, have been defined as rrale
acti vities (Nakikus 1982:10).
In addition to redefining the notion of feminism and danesticity in
Pacific terms, the women's rrovement has represented a general questioning of
the traditional place of wanen in society. Many wanen no longer see their
whole identity tied to the "ferti lity picture" in which their worth is
measured by the number of pigs they raise, children produced, and gardens
m:maged. This would almost apPear contradictory to the above argument about
their worth in the prcx1uctive sphere. The key here, however, is the cmcept
of tradition. Wonen are questioning both the industrial ized perception of
"wornen's work" and the traditional work ethic and limitations existing in
Pacific societies. Because wonen's prodoctive v..ork is so important they
should be allowed and encouraged to keep up with the men in learning new
productive skills and reaping the benefits of ron-traditional prcx1uction
such as cash cropping.
Finally, the wanen's movement reflects the questioning of traditional
custans and a woman's place in society in light of the Christian nessage.
Wonen are re-examining bibl ica 1 records, emphasizing the nEW freedom in
Christ which has been given to wanen as well as men, and studying rrore
deeply biblical heroines (I.£verell 1982:68).
In addition to redefining ferninist issues, the wanen's movenent in the
Pacific appears to contain three central arguments. The first argument lS
that poor development planning has led to a bias about what is prcx1uctive
and non-productive. The main disadvantage for wanen has been an assumed
sexual division of labor in which ferrales perform lar~ ly non-productive
tasks in the hane while males are encouragEd in productive tasks outside the
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hane (Meleisea 1982:56). Consequently, developrrent planners have directed
new skills, knowledge, and technolCXJY primarily to men rather than wanen.
Not only has this lessened the irrage or prestige of worren's "'-Drk but also,
in societies where waren are the primary agriculturalists, improvements in
proouctiv i ty, earnings, and standards of 1i v ing have been inhibited (Ibid.).
The second argurrent states that the conventional, ex];Ort-driven mooel
of growth and economic developrrent has led to uneven benefits where "'-Drren
are disadvantaged. This largely accepted pattern of growth has increased
worren's work in that they are forced to carry rrore of the burden of food
proouction and otrer daily tasks, while men engage in cash cropping or wage
labor (Griffen 1981:5). In other words, in agriculture where traditionally
men and wanen shared the work, the wanen are now receiving less help because
subsistence cropping (fcod for family consumption) is given less priority
than the proouction of cash crops for export. Furtherrrore, in most cases
rren claim the incane from cash cr~s for therrsel ves whereas a "'-Drran's pro-
duction goes back into the fami ly. Even when a woman earns cash fran the
sale of her proouce or handicrafts the mmey is likely to be spent on family
needs.
In addition to increased subsistence responsibilities, the work of
rural wanen has corre to include incane-generating activities such as collec-
ting coconuts or tending to other cash crops, or engaging in extra fishing
trips; the result has been longer hours for wanen (Bolabola 1982:65-66).
The conventional pattern of develc:pment then, has rreant that worren are
responsible for raising the children, caring for the household, food produc-
tion, and assisting their husbands in cash cropping-- i.e., an increased
"'-Drkload without equal benefits or ackrowledgEment. The final crux of this
argurrent is that the exr:anded dEmands u];On worren's tine, resulting fran
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modernization of the economy, has restricted the time available to wanen to
engage in new social and economic tasks (Schoeffel 1983:20).
The last argument states that the women's movement must demonstrate the
connection between feminism and social and economic change or development.
It must make worren visible, not only as beneficiaries but as active agents
of developnent (APCWD 1979:12). The role of the wanen's movanent is to
enabl e worren themse 1ves to deve lop a sense of pcwer to infl uence and redi-
rect the processes of change (Ibid.).
Below are the major issues and needs. While they may apr:ear redundant
owing to the foregoing discussion, they further el ucidate what worren are
saying and s triving for. Moreover, they provide a context or backround by
which to assess the impact and direction of wanen's clubs.
Issues:
1. Women's contributions are not recognized.
2. Warren have unequal access to oppxtmities and services (especially
education and training facilities) precisely because their cmtribution
to developnent is not recognized. In PNG this was not acknowledged until
the early 1970s (Tololo 1984:112). Even in fishing carmunities where
women's contribution to subsistence fishing is indispensable, wanen
have minimal access to boats, fishing tackle, or fisheries extension
service (Schoeffel 1985:160).
3. There exists the long time lack of services in family planning, health
and agricu1ture.
4. Existing programs for helping waren are never enough and are mostly wel-
fare oriented (not regarded as productive). Agencies, including women's
organizations, have been preoccupied with conferring only the social
welfare type of development benefits to women (APCWD 1979:1). Schoeffel
observed that throughout the south Pacific waren tend to be offered two
things in the name of 'develq::ment': camnunal projects which tend not to
be conmercially viable, and self-devlcpnent, hare econanics courses which
are often unabl e to rreet their actua 1 material, cu 1tura 1 and econanic
needs (Meleisea 1983:30). In short, the overemphasis on wanen's roles as
homemakers and motlers (while obviously very important) has been at the
expense of their econanic roles in the formal and infornal sectors of
agricul ture, industry and service, and of their rx>litica 1 roles in the
ccmnunity and nation (Bonnell 1982:1).
5. As a resul t of the above bias towards wel fare and homewaldng, information
concerning agriculture, cash cropping, and awropriate technology, is not
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being imparted to women. programs aimed at the improvement of food pro-
duction have reen aimed at men. This was especially true during the
1960s in the first U.N. development decade (Davies 1984:39).
6. The role of women, particularly as agricultural producers, has not recane
sufficiently visible to planners, policy makers, society, and worren them-
selves.
7. National bureaurocracies and politicians are, in most Pacific countries,
a major imPediment in gi ving expression to wanen"'s needs (Schaeffel
1984:102).
8. Concerning projects and programs there are several assumptions:
-- wanen are not seen as deci sion makers
-- women are much weaker than men, therefore their work is worth less.
-- women are dependants
-- women are not seen as economic beings.
The underrating of women"'s econanic or productive activities dates reck
to the missionary and colonial government days, and persists through the
present. For example, during a study in Tailevu, Fiji, interviewers ~re
asked several times why they wanted to study wanen"'s activities. Men and
a few women told them that, "wanen only do washing and cooking" (Schoef-
fel & Kikau 1980:25). In W. Samoa, as well as Fiji, the sarre intervievv-
ers learned that there was a fornal insistence that worren only cook,
wash, look after the hare, and perform other servioes-- and tlBt they do
not contribute to production or to the national economy (Ibid.:28). They
then concluded that wanen"'s exclusion fran rural development plans was
not resed on what wonen actually did but how their work was classified
(Ibid.).2 As recently as 1984 fisheries officers in seven countries,
referring to women"'s contribution to fisheries, responded that, "Women
don"'t fish, they just collect shells" (Schoeffel 1985:161). This was
said inspite of the fact that, as in A. Sarroa, wanen"'s gleaning for octo-
pus, shellfish, sea urchins and sea cucumbers accounts for a third of the
tota 1 anua 1 catch and alITOst a third of a 11 time spent fishing
(Ibid.:160). Obviously fisheries departments regard gleaning as being of
little econanic significance canpared with other subsistence activities.
Also, Lal and Slatter (1982) have dEmonstrated the imrortance of the
waren"'s fresh-water kai fishery in the internal economy of Fiji
(Ibid.:161). ---
That wanen are not regarded as economic beings is also reflected in the
official attitude toward wanen"'s business. :Because the businesses tend
to be sIlBll their value is underrated (Thanas & Simi 1982:5).
9. Lifestyles in the Pacific are changing rapidly with the advent of the
cash econany and improved corrmunications and faci lities. pI antations
have been very much a part or agent of the rapid changes. Because
plantations hired mostly IlBle laborers, wanen have been left at hone with
ITDre chores. Changes in the colonial ~riod, suffice to say, have affec-
ted all as~cts of wanen"'s lives fran worklmd to nutrition (Davies
1984:41). In Micronesia and Iblynesia the traditional role of women in
manufacturing (mats, thatch, and exchange objects) was severley eroded by
the introduction of imported goods like rots and pans, roofing iron and
cloth (Schaeffel 1984b:46). As a result of the economic changes wonen
have been pushed in to a subsidiary econanic role (Ibid.).
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10. Worren are losing control of their (traditional) resources, with the
resul t that they are no longer able to provide for their fami lies. This
situation is pa.verfully reflected in a staterrent from a Papua New
Guinean woman,
Ay! Times have changed since the white men carre with their
money, coffee, schools and roads, and I feel very dissatis-
fied. Oh I'm glad the white men carre with their medicines and
schools to help the children, and their new types of houses and
tools which make the work so much easier; but my position was
much rrore respected when I could provide for my own family. I
often feel tffit I am only an unpaid laborer in the coffee
garden and Piagon [husband] is my supervisor. Not that he is a
bad man. He doesn't beat me except when he's been to town to
se 11 the coffee and has been spending the money on beer. Some-
times he corres home with empty pockets because he has met a lot
of frierrls and they all had sane beer and then began to gamble.
Ay! How hard it is to have to depend on him for the money for
the children's school fees and clothes, to say nothing of food!
(Inaru et al 1979:19-20).
11. Worren are now rrore dependent upon men.
12. Women are increasingly concerned with the way custans are used as a tool
of oppression.
13. Significant has been the political marginalization of wanen which has
resulted in the severe underrepresentation of worren in local, provin-
cial, and national politics (Nakikus 1982:7).
14. The absense of wanen in decision making has nlinimi:;;ed the chances of
wanen's issues becoming a priority (Jahan 1984:24). In the PNG govern-
ment the majority of fema.le errployees occupy socially accepted "female"
positions-- secretarial or 10W2r clerical, and the majority of fema.le
professiona 1 government officers rove been emplol€d not as economists
but in the social planning section--hardly the 1001S of poW2r (Nakikus
1982:12). Furtrer, only five percent of the managerial positions in
PNG ' s public service are occupied by wanen (Ibid.).
15. In general, women have been ignored.
16. Due to socio-economic changes worren have less tirre for their chores and
are carrying reavier workloads. With all the time spent on rreeting
basic, food-related needs, women have little time for developmental
activities within the family and canmunity. The average rural waran is
estinated to spend seventy percent of her day in subsistence;househo ld
chores, leaving only thirty percent a vai lable for leisure (Eolabola
1982:66). This is probably a conservative figure.
17. Worren have been very critica 1 of al coho1 and wife abuse. The issue of
drunken and violent husbands, and the related squandering of money, is
regarded by many as the rrost heart-fe 1t and desperate problem of warren
in the region (APCWD 1977:30). The subject is taboo among many people,
particularly with governments (because of the money they make from
alcohol), and so it is a case where it is up to the worren in their
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respective cOlmtries to make a point (Rogers 1984:15).
N3eds:
1. The most general yet pressing need which encompasses most of the needs
listed below is for women to gain control over their lives, and this
means learning new productive skills. Learning such ski lIs would enable
women to contribute to the rural economy as equal partners with men.
2. "Waren's interest" needs to be defined.
3. The whole socio-economic situation should be assessed in terms of rreeting
the needs of wcrnen, rather than merely "integrating" them into the con-
ventional development structure (Davies 1984:42). Here, integration
is seen as synonymous with a "patchwork" solution to increasing wanen's
participation in development. structural change, rather, is needed to
correct illiteracy, illness, seclusion, exclusion, abusive treatment etc.
4. There is an enorrrous need for a rrore creative approach to women and
development within the Pacific. In most instances wanen do not have
the time to engage in sewing and ffiking scones. While these activities
may be popular and festive, it is not real life. Schoeffel argues that
they will continue to be inapprcpriate as long as hares have no windcws,
as long as women cook over an open fire, and water and fireWJOd are col
lected from miles away (SChoeffel 1984b:51). This view may assume too
much, however; not all wanen have easy access to clothes or are knowl-
edgeable in ways to vary their diet. In the remote highland sub-district
of Oksaprnin (PNG) sewing is very pcpular and is regarded as very practi-
cal, simply because obtaining clothes is otherwise very difficult. Only
periodically do clothes come through the mission or are brought by men
returning from plantations to the subdistrict. In Oksar:;min women gladly
put aside tinB to sew each week, and even "buy back" the garments they
produce from their women's club, just to keep business going.
Part of the creative approach is to view the problems am needs of women
within a wider, broader frarnev..Drk rather than within a strictly social
one (PAWF 1978:2). Changing lifestyles and the corresponding need for
cash and village improvement suggest young women's leadership training,
carmunity education, and training in small scale industries to be rele-
vant to the needs of women. A final aspect of the creative approach
calls for the real istic appraisal of wanen's current econanic activity
and an active policy to ensure information is available to women. This
would include using traditional groupings (as well as, or in the form of,
waren's clubs) through which to channel information (Thares & simi
1982: 5) .
5. An essential need is the provision of basic goods and services.
6. Basic needs such as labor-saving devices, piped water, education on food
values and resource management, and imprOVEments in food preservation and
storage, fishing and agricultural technologies, cooking facilities, sani-
tation' and housing and kitchen designs, must be met (Bolabola 1982:67).
7. Technological improvEments which relp worren to do their work need to be
made. Women are the main users in the viII agesand so are the mest in
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need of primary science training and appropriate technology (Lechte
1982: 7 ) .
8. Worren value skills training and information. At the risk of flogging the
issue, worren need to make the most efficient use of their time, energy
and money. They need to understand the relationship between the food
they produce, the food they eat, and the well being of their families, as
we 11 as to understand the iIIlfDrtance of sanitation, a safe water suppl y,
healing etc. (SPC 1976:36).
9. Worren's voices and resources must be mobi lized in order that they may
have greater input in deve lopnent. Deve lopnent planners need to hear
fran the women themsel ves what they value and need.
10. Consultation with worren is also important to ensure projects are appro-
priate.
11. Needed is conscientization-- the creation of an awareness of women's
oppression and how this situation can be altered.
12. Needed are extensive awareness programs about what worren are entitled to
know and have ('Iblolo 1984:112). The programs would included counsel-
ling (Kamikamica 1982:41).
13. Women would benefit greatly fran information networks regarding: 1)
consumer products; 2) hazardous products; 3) the politicization of
international organizations and their increasing inability to act on
behalf of ordinary people like women; 4) the drawbacks of aid; and
5) birth control and fertility (Short 1984:132).
From the above conferences, argurrents, issues and needs represented in
the worren's movement, it is possible to sumnarize three general, more ab-
stract, characteristics or principl es of the rrovenent. First, it represents
a questioning of the place of women in society. This has included addres-
sing the appropriateness of custom and the rrore ~rn western processes of
development. Secondly, women are questioning their place in 1ight of the
Christian message. Thirdly, the movement espouses a feminist perspective,
advocating that women have the moral, social, and political right to parti-
cip:l.te equally with men in development. The foregoing review of the women's
movement has centered mostly on the abstract, that is, on viewpoints, argu-
ments, expectatims, issues and needs. with such a backround it is possible
to now examine concrete examples of what has and is occurring or resulting
from the perspectives generated by the worren's movement.
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PART TWO: FROM RHETCRIC TO REALITY
The wonen's ITDverrent as a whole, from its ideology to the grass-roots
clubs, can be seen as a response to the economic, social and political
changes which have affected wanen. In Part 'TWo, regional and international
organizations will be cited, and case studies fran five countries in the
south Pacific, examined. The greater Emphasis on wonen's clubs or associa-
tions reflects the belief that it is these groupings which most accurately
depict Pacific wonen's response to changes affecting their lives.
Very broadly speaking, on a regional or international scale, outreach
to Pacific wonen has been channelled through regiona 1 agencies, non-govern-
mental organizations, governnent funded or statutory independent groups, and
U.N. agencies. Of regiona 1 organizations, the South Pacific Ccmnission's
programs for wanen have had the longest history and the greatest visibility.
In 1963 the Spc's Community Education Training Centre (CErC) was established
in Fiji in response to a recorrrrendation at a regional meeting in Apia in
1961, to provide a program of ccmnunity education for wonen (SUe 1982:62).
Regional Organizations
The CE'IC was a cooperative effort with the Food and Agricultural Organ-
ization of the United Nations providing two essential posts, and the Fiji
governrrent which seconded staff assignnents and made available the site and
buildings (SPC 1981:1).3 Significantly, the centre is the only SPC activity
exclusively available to wanen (Ibid.). It is also the only centre of its
kind which provides hane economics training for wanen in order that they may
return to their villages or national governrrents as corrrmmity workers,
wonen's interest officers, and home economics teachers.
Between 1963 and 1985 over five-hundred wanen have undertaken the ten-
nDnth training course (Goodwillie & I.echte 1986:61).4 The trainees cane
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from countries within the SPC region and range in age from their mid twen-
ties to their early fifties (Hancock 1980:42). Trainees are taught by the
principal, two permanent teaching staff, three rreml::ers of the Mobile Can-
munity Training unit (MCW) , and visiting lecturers including doctors,
dentists, nutritionists, public health \\Drkers, rural development and youth
officers, and agricultural officers (Sue 1982:62). The curriculum, with
slight variatim, has covered the topics of food and nutrition, hane garden-
ing, home management and improvEment, clothing and textiles, family life and
health (including family planning and pre-natal care), club organization and
cormnunity development approaches (including youth work), teaching techniques
(including mErlia and visual aids), consumer educatim, and income generating
activities (including handicrafts) (Ibid.).
In practical terms, the center has produced graduates vvho are able to
make their own soap, construct a srrokeless oven fran a kerosene drum and
cement mixture comprising coconut fibre for strength, build a water-sealed
latrine, or put together a cupboard or bed fran scrap material lying around
rrost villages (Hancock 1980:42). Being versed in town lifestyle, the gradu-
ates are also able to judge the quality arrl quantity of packaged food; they
can, ln short, face a supermarket with confidence (ibid).
In 1978 the MCI'U was established to provide follow-up training to CEIC
graduates and comunity workers in the region. The unit travels to the
various countries, sPending four to eight weeks in each, offering short
courses in canrmmity development, food, nutrition, health, and family re-
source management (Sue 1982:63). Each program is planned in consultation
with the requesting government to ensure its appropriateness.
In 1982 the CE'I'C was reviewed and recommendations given. In response
to women's changing lifestyle and needs, the 1983 curriculum incorporated
many more subjects which lay outside the conventia1 domestic sphere such as
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first-aid, psychology skill s in order to understand hunan behavior, carpen-
try, srrall business rranagerrent (including cost-pricing techniques), purchas-
ing of raw rraterials, record keeping, basic accounting, and comrercial law
practices (PWBN 1983a:6). By 1984 a new curriculum was officially drawn up
which emphasizes camnunity develq::>mmt, women's develq::>ment, and participa-
tion of women in the socia-economic develo[ID2nt and decision-rraking proces-
ses of their conmunities (PWRB 1984a:3).
While the degree of success of the CE'IC seems a point of debate, most
would agree that it is helping to bridge the gap between the earth oven and
the gas cooker, and between traditional medicine and current (western) ideas
on health, hygiene, and sanitation (Hancock 1980:42). The spin-offs have
included better health and less endemic disease, fe~r epidemics, material
resourcefulness, and knowledge of budgeting and household rranagenent
(Ibid.). In short, the CE'IC's contribution to enabling wanen to cope with
the sudden introduction of western id2as and goods, and to a void the trap of
over-sophistication in instruction and tecru101ogy, is significant.
Other SPC programmes which concern women include:
1. public heal th-- diabetes detection and prevention, prevention of respira-
tory diseases in pre-school children, cancer research, and a regional
health survey for wanen;
2. rural technology project which prormtes the util ization of solar energy
for solar stills to desalinate sal t water, solar dryers for food preser-
vation, solar power to provide electricity to homes, and water pumps;
3. rural employment pranotion which aims to identify areas of employment op-
portunities for people living in rural areas (PWBN 1983b:7).
Finally, there is the SPC's Vibmen's Resource Bureau, a spin-off of the
Seminar of South Pacific Women, Papeete, July 1981. The bureau is regarded
as the start of better coordination and corrmunication in the area of wanen
and development (Goodwillie & Lechte 1986:58). The bureau: 1) acts as a
clearing house for compiling and disseminating information concerning
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worren's projects, skilled lead2rs or r:eCPle active in worren's affairs,
ongoing activities of women's organizations etc.; 2) prepares guidelines for
project fonnulatim, appraisal and evaluation; 3) maintains linkages with
other organizations; 4) assists in the identification of local talent and
its development through training and involvement in activities and the
provision of training material and aids; 5) encourages and assists countries
in the establishment or strengthening of national focal points and coordina-
ting nechanisms invol ving governmental and non-governnenta 1 organizations;
6) assists as a catalyst in pranoting coor:erative action amongst donor
agencies; 7) assists countries, on request, to develcp cooperative inter-
country activities; and 8) assists countries, on request, in the appraisal
of proposals for or by donor agencies, and by assisting in Ue establishment
of mechanisms for their effective irrplementation (J~WBN 1983a:2-3).
In addition to the SPC there are many other regional organizations
\\Drking with wonen, encouraged by the U.N. Decade for Wanen and the increas-
ing monentum of the wanen's movement. These regional organizations incl ude
the South Pacific Bureau for Economic cooperation (SPEC), University of the
South pacific/Centre for Applied Studies in Develq:ment (USP/CASD), Pacific
Conference of Churches (FCC), World Young Wanen's Christian Association
(Yw::A)/Ofis Bilong 01 Meri, Pacific Theolcgical College (PTC)/Wonen's Stud-
ies, Pacific Pre-School Council, Pacific Wanens Association, and the Paci-
fic Wonen's Resource Centre (PWRC).
USp's activities in wanen's development have amounted to workshops,
through its extension centers, on handicrafts production and \\Drren writers;
work with the the Pacific Pre-School Council's correspondence course for
pre-school teachers; assisting wanen in satellite cornnunication link-up; the
creation of a Worren's Prcgranme Officer with the USP/CASD in 1979; and in
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initiating a worren's studies course (Goodwi llie & Lechte 1986:60). Claire
Slatter has played a vital role as Project Officer in stimulating research
and publication of materials on topics such as traditional medicines, appro-
priate technology, fishing, and heal th as related to worren (Ibid.). In 1978
a USP Worren's Reference Group was also established to advise the Vice Chan-
ce11or on worren in deve lopment issues (Crocombe 1982: 24). It is a 1so
clairred that more worren are reached through the program of Continuing Etluca-
tion, through the extension services, than through any other area
( Ibid. : 25) .
The Fiji center has invol ved rural worren in a variety of workshops
emphasizing the improvement of the quality of handicrafts. The Kiril::B.ti
center has had a two year project teaching the children (mostly girls)
\\eaving skills (Ibid.). Tonga has had a village project assisting people
(many of whan are wanen) to learn basic English. In the Solomon Islands
the center was asked by a group of fourteen worren for help to improve their
skills in creative and report writing (Ibid.). This resulted in two work-
shops. In Vanuatu a group of warren \\ere desiring to write a book about
Vanuatu warren. The extension center has been encouraging this project and
plarmed to have a satellite link with the women from the 1982 Solomon
Islands Writers Workshop and those of Vanuatu (Ibid.).
Churches have also been a stinulus to wanen's developnent. The Melane-
sian Council of Churches and the PCC, in addition to overseas bodies such as
the World Council of Churches and Australian Council of Churches, have
shifted their emphases on dogmatic thea1 cgical issues to international
concerns such as a nuclear free Pacific, raciffil, sexism etc. (Gocdwillie &
Lechte 1986:60). In 1977, following decisions and resolutions of the Paci-
fic Churches Assembly of Women, the PeC was urged to establish a program of
women's work (Ibid.). The next year Deacormess Unaisi Matawalu of Fiji was
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apIX'inted coordinator. In 1981 over one-hundred Christian worren met in Fiji
to develop strate<:]ies for follcw-up in their local churches, and sent reso-
lutions to the decision-making J::x::xiy of the R:C at its fourth assembly in
Tonga (Ibid.). It was at this time that the post of the PCC Women's vJork
Officer was accepted. Recent changes in the R:C, hcwever, have resulted in
the dismissal of nearly all of its staff, including the wanen's post, which
means that the v.Dmen have lost a coordinator to help bring their plans to
frui tion (Ibid.).
The world YWCA established a South Pacific Area Office in 1974. It has
rrostly assisted wanen's groups in planning and funding projects especially
in the nm-governrrent area (Coodwillie & Lechte 1986:61). Ofis Bilong 01
Meri is based in Nandi, and represents the final pffise of the South Pacific
Area Office. It works with the western Pacific countries of PNG, Solomon
Islands, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Fiji, Tuvalu and Kirimti in areas of
leadership training and planning and funding events (Ibid). It also contri-
butes to the inforrmtion network in the region.
The Pacific Worren's Association (formed in the mid-seventies?) was
known for its spin-off organizatim, the Pacific Women's Resource centre
(PVVRC). In 1975 it was agreed that the role of the PWA was to coordinate
existing national organizations and to oollect news and inforrmtion, dissem-
inating it to women throughout the Pacific (PWRC 1977:5). Where national
organizations did not exist the fWA worked with provincial or local organi-
zations. Essentially, the PWA provided a forum through which \\Drren could
play an active part in national and regional develq:>mrnt; provided the
advantages of unanimity of action and tIE pooling of resources; enabled the
expression of opinion amongst v.Dmen's organizations; fostered research and
was a data base for the needs, interests, and situation of Pacific warren;
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and educated and advised in matters of self-help (Ibid.:6-7). In 1978, only
two years after its founding, the H'JRC closed due to financial and organiza-
tional problems (Goodwillie & Lechte 1986:59). What is not known at the
time of writing is whether the PWA still exists. The lack of data available
on it would seem to suggest its demise.
International Organizations
International organizations (also NGOs) working with Pacific wanen
include the Asia and Pacific Centre for oomen and Development (APCWD), U.N.
programs for wanen, International Women"s Tribune Centre, Ccmnonweal th Sec-
retariat, Girl Guides, Country Women"s Association, YWCA, Foundation for the
peoples of the South Pacific (FSP), International Hum::m Assistance Programme
(IHAP), Asia Foundation, World Vision and other independent religious
groups, Soroptomists, the Pan-Pacific South East Asia Women"s Association,
Business and Professional Women"s Club, and the Women and Development Net-
work of Australia (Lechte 1982:3; Goodwillie & Lechte 1986:61).
The AFCWD began as a regional training center for Pacific warren under
the auspices of the U.N. Econamc and Social Ccmnission for Asia and the
Pacific (ESCAP). It was located in Tehran, Iran and, as of 1978, was
working with thirty-six member and associate-member governments of Asia and
the Pacific (PWRC 1978a:2). The Pacific countries are Nauru, Tonga, W.
Samoa, Tuvalu, Cook Islands, Fiji, Solanon Islands, Kiribati and, as of
1978, the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands. More recently, the center
has been reshuffled and becane the Asia Pacific Development Centre in Kuala
LUITpur (Gcx:xiwillie & Lechte 1986:61). It serves as a resource center,
running workshops for wanen and stimulating research on wanen in the Pacific
and Asia under the titl e of the Integration of Women in Deve lOJ:=lfleIlt Program-
me (Ibid.). It has also been known for its Women"s Resource Book, 1979
(Ibid.:58). ESCAP has further pranoted training of rural women in incane
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raising activities by subsidizing projects and workshops (Ibid.:61).
Other U.N. programs are funded through the U.N. Voluntary Fund for the
U.N. Decade for Women, the U.N. Fund for population Activities (UNFPA), or
the Internatinal Labor Organization (lID) (Ibid.). The UNFPA projects have
included the establishment of a \\Drren's program at the Pacific Theological
Training College and support for the Tuvalu Worren's Association. Further,
the lLO has played a praninent role in pranoting waren's businesses in PNG,
helping fenale delegates to attend lID conferences, and supporting a Rural
Worren's Training Officer to assist in coordinating projects wi thin the U.N.
system (Ibid.). Indirectly, through its Decade for Women, the U.N. has
given rise to new groups such as the International Worren's Tribune Centre,
based in New York. Like the many organizations above, it serves as a
resource center and network service, supporting a topic oriented newsletter,
technical assistance and training programs, and the production of regional
resource books (Ibid.; Lechte 1982:2).
A final international organization for which there are data is the
COImlOnW2alth Secretariat. Its errergence has reen relatively recent. It 1S
noted for its workshops in Western Samoa in 1981 and PNG in 1982; for its
assistance in funding Pacific wanen to attend rreetings like the Worren and
Food Conference in Sydney; and for producing a quality handicraft marketing
handbook (Goodwillie & Lechte 1986:60-61).
National and Local Level: case Studies from Five Pacific Countries
Response of regional, international, and non-governrrental organizations
to the U.N. Decade for vJorren and to socio-economic change in the Pacific is
only part of the picture. What is ITDst interesting and crucial to the study
of waren's response is the actions of various governrrents and local/national
warren's groups. It is the latter which portray the grass-roots quality of
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the Pacific wOIT'lEOn's movenent-- its continuing flexibi lity and responsi ve-
ness.
The notion of waren's clubs in the Pacific was originally imposed by
the wives of colonial officers and missionaries. These groupings are chang-
ing now. They are gathering their own manentum and reflect more a blend of
1oca1 tradition and mcdern or vvestern group structure. As wi 11 be seen,
sane are based on traditional customs and values. In any event, the clubs
which exist tcday, or are eIT'IEOrgin], can no longer be labelled as colonial
enterprises but are taking on a shape of their own. They may more accurate-
ly be described as indigenous responses to changes in Pacific lifestyle and
society. Going fran western Melanesia to central Polynesia, waren's organi-





The following section examines general aSfects of wcmen's clubs in
Papua New Guinea, natiornl prCX]rarns for w:::men, and tlEn provincia 1 activi-
ties in East New Britain, Eastern Highlands, East Sepik, Madang, Milne Bay
and New Ireland provinces. From 1958 onwards the Austra lian administration
endeavored to advance wcmen by expanding formal education for girls, and by
introoucing new forms of vocational training in such areas as nursing and
teaching. Al so, new non-formal education programs for adult wanen were
introouced (Hiari 1977:8). V\brren's work in fbrt Moresby beg-an in the 1960s,
through the YWCA and the Methodist Mission. Clubs in the villages began
before that, though the dates vary, defending on where there were missionar-
ies and wives of colonial governrrent servants. By 1977 there were more than
1,000 clubs reaching approximately 80,000 wanen (Ibid.). Clubs have focus-
sed on cooking instruction, hygiene, nutrition, horre nursing, chi1dcare,
craft-making, sports and social activities. Generally, people have believed
that the clubs have effectively raised the standards of living in the vil-
lages and tcwns, besides offering wanen a channel through which to voice
their opinions.
The early club activities usually included a club hymn and prayer, and
defended upon visits by expatriates and later, welfare officers. Club
structure resEmbled that of European organizations, with a president, secre-
tary, and treasurer. Membership tended to cut across the non-western social
structure. These clubs focussed on "dcmestic" or handicraft skills, and
Bible study. Sane argue that an undesirable legacy of this style of club
was that it isolated wanen from men (Willis 1975:28). A second criticism or
observation that most v..Duld agree with is tffit the clubs collapsed or stag-
nated upon the departure of the "external authority."
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Al though it is not clear when clubs began gathering their own manenturn
and style, the changes have been significant. Membership, for example, is
sometimes restricted to those with sr;:ecific clan affiliatims (without
regard to age or sex); the rational e here being that it was easier to work
cooperatively with, or control the behavior of, one's kin than with "outsid-
ers." Decision-making may tend to be more "corrrnuna1" and demand the audi-
ence of all members than would be the case in the colonial structured clubs
because of the fear of being accused. Ritual may also play an important
part as seen below in the wok meri group. Activities of conterrporary clubs
also show a marked shift from emphasizing primarily do:rrestic skills, to
fostering primarily productive or business skills. Clearly, worren are
taking more p:rrt in the cash sector of the economy, in starting and running
bakeries, craft shops, clothing shops, cattle farming, and cash cropping
(Hiari 1977:8). Contemporary needs of worren have been addressed by the
training centers throughout the country which, although not along the sane
lines as a club, offer courses to wanen or couples in appropriate technolo-
gy, cash cropping projects, and other aspects of village develcpment.
Government Action:
The peak of the colonial administration's adult or canmunity education
courses, which were increasing ly ai:rred at womEn, was in the mid-sixties and
early seventies (Kekedo 1982:1). Worren's groups were targeted for canmunity
education programs. In 1971 the House of Assenbly motioned that women be
encouraged to involve themsel ves in all aspects of develcpnent-- that is, ln
education, in local governnent council s, education boards and the House of
Assembly (if necessary reserving places for them in these institutions), in
corrrnercial enterprises, and in the public service (Ibid.:2).
In 1973 the governrtl2nt launched its farrous Eight-Point Improvement
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Plan, with the seventh point calling for a, "Rapid increase in the equal and
active participation by waren in econanic and sccial activities" (Ibid.:3).
It should be kept in mind that the aim was seen as a social goal and plan-
ners thus relegated wanen to the category of welfare (Nakikus 1982:1). In
1974 an Advisor on Women's Affairs was apIXlinted to the Prime Minister. In
addition, there was the "Section" within the Social Dep3.rtment Division in
the then Departrrent of Provincial Affairs. 'Ihe advisor served in the IXllicy
developrrent W1it while the Section was directly resIXlnsible for programs
(Ibid.). Government grants were also rrade to wanen delegates at this tirre,
to attend the International Worren's Year conferences. This included a
National ~rren's convention in Port Moresby in 1975 and a convention in
Rabaul in 1976 (Schoeffel 1983:21). To properly reflect the government
decentralization strategy, it was decided at the Port Moresby conference
that each province would have a Provincial COW1cil of Worren (Ibid.).
In 1975 the National Council of Women (N:W) was established as a non-
governrrental organization and was formally recognized by national parliament
through an act of incorporation four years later (Bonnell 1982:6). The aim
of the NCW is to foster understanding among nationa 1 worren, represent their
views (publicizing where necessary), v.:ork in close cooperation with other
groups or organizations (including provincial councils), and participate in,
or support, any business or other activity which benefits the corrmunity or
women in particular (Ibid.:13). The NCW has brought to public attention
issues on alcohol, prostitution, adultery, danestic violence, over-importa-
tion of handicrafts, and the adverse imp3.ct of large national developrrent
projects like Ok Tedi and the Kavieng Fish Cannery (Ibid.:6). Being an
independent organization, the NCW has the right to question or criticize the
government concerning discrimination against young \\Omen. Over the years it
has developed a strong political voice, encouraging the nee:] to take wanen
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into account in developnent planning (SRF 198CB.:8).
The Council has been government supported (until such time that it can
stand on its own). As of 1980 it had a staff of ten, with an annual budget
of over K100,000jUS$145,000 (Ibid.:9). The NCW's member organizations are
the provincia 1 council s of 'M)nen oornpri sing over one-thousand 'M)nen's church
fellowships, village wanen's clubs, sporting associations, youth groups, and
other wonen's organizations. While provincial councils are the primary
strength of the government developrent strategy, the NCW is the coordinating
body (Ibid.).
In 1978 the NCW held a three-week wonen's leaders' workshop with the
aim of teaching wonen about appropriate technolOJY, club rranagement, agri-
culture, livestock, nutrition, family planning, and business (Ibid.). From
this, it was decided that the provincial council s would plan, organize and
fund a series of similar workshops. By 1980 six had been held with the
national governmEnt having given K94,000jUS$135,000 for the 'M)rkshops
(Ibid. ) .
The workshops encountered difficulties, not least of which concerned
the coordination of national and provincial bodies. Accordingly, the N2W
began putting more effort into supporting the provincial counci ls which were
already energing as groups in their own right. As of 1980 the N2W was
working to get the provincial governments to fund offices, centers, and one
or two full-time staff for each provincial council of wonen (Ibid.:9). In
1980 the NCW also received funds from an international developnent group to
undertake village develo:r:ment and pay living allowances for village exten-
sion workers. Up to sixty waren leaders were to be trained to work in their
own villages, with the exPectation that rmre inoone-generating and self-help
projects would result (Ibid.:10).
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While the provincial councils were expected to be the working arm of
the NCW, this was neither reflected in the expenditure pattern of 1981 nor
in the degree to which the councils were active. For example, in February
of that year, only fourteen out of a total of twenty provincial councils
were operating projects (Schoeffel 1983:24). Furthermore, inspite of the
l'D'r's ideal of supporting rural v..Dffi2Il, twenty-one out of thirty of these
projects were in urban areas (Ibid.). Projects included. airr.ort kiosks, a
paul try farm, childcare centers, wornen's centers, second-hand clothing
shops, snall dress factories, hostels, bus services, craft shops, pot plant
shops, plantations, vegetable gardens, and take-away food shops.
In 1976 the Women's Affairs section was transferred fran the Prime
Minister's department to the Office of Hane Affairs where a full-time
officer coordinated waren's programs through liaison with provincial offices
of Hare Affairs, camnunity Develcprnent, and Family welfare. It did this in consultation
with the Central Planning Office, the NCW, and waren's provincial councils
(Ibid.:21). In the early 1980s the Office of Hane Affairs became the
Deparbnent of Comnunity and Family services. Through the welfare/camnunity
development offices, wanen's advancemmt officers were emplol€d. As of 1981
there was evidence that considerable progress was being made by these
deparbnents in identifying the particu lar needs of worren in the
provinces, in rural and urban settings, according to their various cultural
and economic circumstances (Ibid.:22). Moreover, the approach taken
represented a significant advance on the conventional "hane econanics"
approach to women's development (Ibid.).
In addition to the NCW and Office of Horne Affairs, the Office of Vil
lage Developnent has played a role in the advancement of women. The office
was Part of the Prime Minister's department. It sponsored conmunity grants
and fellowships, sane of which were directed to rural wornen's organizations,
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and ran a series of V\Drkshc:ps at the national and provincial levels empha-
sizing leadership skills (Ibid.:21). These workshops showed promise in
being able to stimulate the fonnation of village waren's associations
(Ibid.:23). However, the 1980 reorganization of governrrent and subsequent
reallocation of funds curtailed most of th2se programs. Their present
status is not clear.
A further impetus for waren's advanCEment has cane fran the Deparbnent
of Corrrrerce, formerly known as the I::ePartnent of Business Develc:pment,
established in 1971. In 1977 it became the Deparbnent of Corrrrerce and
Industry. One of its aims has been to increase women's participation in
business. A wanen's project officer is employed in the dep:l.rtment's Women's
Project Section (Ibid.:23). Coinciding with the International Women's Year
and U.N. Decade for Women, the UNDP/IID and Deparbnent of Corrrrerce sI.xmsored
a "Pranotion of Women in Business" project. Other activities of the depart-
ment have encouraged business awareness among waren, identified business
opportunities for V\Dmen, assessed the needs of agencies and resource ~ople
and assisted them, and 1iaised with provincia 1 business deve lopment officers
in women's projects (Ibid.).
The "Pranotion of Women in Business" project operated four
provincial centers where, after initial survEys and visits, a V\Dmen's
invesbnent corr:oration was established (Ibid.). The women invest money as
groups (clubs, clan groupings etc.) and later the money is invested in a
SHall business venture managed by wanen under the guidance of the lID
officer and national counterPart (Ibid.).5 The four centers are in:
1. The Eastern Highlands Province: oPerational since 1976. The Goroka
women's Investnent Corporation (GWIC; see below) operates a small coffee
bar, take-away food shop, and a coffee plantation;
2. Madang Province: the Madang Women's Investnent corporation has purchased
a candle-making venture fran a local church organization;
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3. Milne Eay Province: the Milne Bay v\oIl\(2n's Investnent Corporation has
established a take-away foc:d shop nm by five local waren; and
4. New Ire land Province: an ILO offiCEr, in 1983, was in the proCEss of
fonning a women's investment corporation (Ibid. :24).
Further, the Depar~t of Corrrnerce was training women in business
through the Laloki College for General Business Developrrent (graduates
include fanale Business Developrrent Officers) and the WOIl\(2n's Project sec-
tion. Its work incl uded assistance for provincial wanen's project officers
to gain on-the-job ~rience and in-service training through their v..Drk in
the field (Manurranua 1982:3).6 The number of ferrale graduates from Laloki







The Worren's Project Section was created in 1979. It assisted women's
business projects (providing rranagerial, financial, and technical services
and advice); implemented the ILO/Cormerce "Promotion of Worren in Business"
project; conducted research; investigated the availabilty of finance for
women's cOlTllTercial activities); and published brochures on all asr:;ects of
worren's corrmercia 1 activities (Ibid.: 4).
Training courses within the Section focussed on shareholding, nurreracy,
retail management, and business awareness (Ibid.:5). lrlditional courses for
women were provided by the Small Industries Research and Developnent Center
and at the Weaving Training Centre, wi thin the Departnent of COlTIITerce
(Ibid.:6). Emphasis was placed on weaving and the production of leather
goods. The Section has also carried out study tours for ILO counterparts ln
PI\G and for Business DevelopIl\(2nt Officers (BOOs) overseas; fe llo..vships for
overseas training; workshops for ferrale BOOs; and, through an ESCAP/FAO
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joint project, the training of rura 1 warren in income-raising projects
(Ibid. : 7-8) .
Unfortunately, difficulties have beset the Department of Commerce.
Initially the short-sighted decision to abolish the General Busiress Train-
ing Branch directly affected the training of feID.':ile BJ:)Q;. Then, in 1983,
the goverrunent decided to reduce its services (Manumanua 1986:143). As a
resul t of the cutbacks, the Department of Comnerce (within which the Worren's
Project Section existed) was scrapPed, thus discontinuing some activities,
reducing others, and transferring the rest to other dep3.rtments (Ibid.).
The Dep3.rtrrent of Industrial Development, through its Inforrration and Liai-
son Section, has made allowances to continue some functions fonnerly belong-
ing to COIl1l1Erce. HOiVever, there has reen no c lear indication as to which
tasks are to be continued (Ibid.).
Before looking at worren's developrrent in the provinces, it is interest-
ing to reflect upon the political strength of worren at the national level
thus far. PNG women, as of 1978, had fonned an electoral lcbby which
allowed them to protest against any governrrent decisions with which they
disagreed (PWRC 1978a:6). Their strength was exemplified by the defeat of
a bill which proposed to legalize 24-hour drinking (Ibid.). Worren's politi-
cal strength at the national level derived from support of the provincial
councils as far back as 1963. The story of worren's fight against alcohol
shows the irrportance of worren's clubs in empowering them at the national
level. In 1963 hundnrls of 'Iblai worren rrarched on Rabaul's council house to
protest the effects of men's drinking on horre 1 ife (Maske 1yne 1975: 41 ). By
the end of the year worren proposed an end to liquor licenses in the Lae
area. Church and cmmunity wanen's clubs held joint meetings to formulate a
plan of opposition to the issue of storekeepers licenses (Ibid.). In 1965
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worren ~s clubs of the Gazell e Penninsul a rret in Rabau 1, bringing together
four-hundred worren to meet the U.N. visiting mission. Only then, or as a
resul t, did the administration acknowledge PNG~s serious drinking problem
and in 1971 set up a cornnission of Inquiry into Alcoholic Drink (Ibid.:43).
The camniss ion, in turn, recorrmended that by court order a wife could re-
ceive a portion of her husband~s salary in order to support herself and the
children. Legislation incorporating this recorrmendation came into force in
early 1974 (Ibid.:44).
Following independence, wCllTEn~s opinion turned increasingly against
alcoholic drink. AJ:x:>ut five-hundred Gorokan WCllTEn addressed the Liquor
Liscencing cornnission (LIC) and supported the prohibition of alcohol in
their area (EHPCW 1975:149). The New Ireland Wanen~s Association asked the
governrrent to make further restictions on liquor trading hours. In Bougain-
ville the worren protested so strong ly at the annual sitting of the LLC
(threatening that they would attack the stores) that the Commission revoked
the three 1iscences (Ibid.: 47). In Rabua1 v.anen ~s groups ~ unceasing criti-
cism of the large number of 1iscence applications resu 1ted in the LIC refus-
ing all sixteen applications (Ibid.:48).
Provincial and Local Level
In PNG there are three provinces which have been in the forefront of
women~s developnent: East New Britain, Eastern Highlands, and the East
Sepik. The earliest wanen~s associations in East New Britain were intro-
duced by Methodist missionaries (today the Methodist church is incorporated
as the uniited Church of Papua New Guinea and the Solanon Islands) in the
1870s (Meleisea 1982:52). Interestingly, the organizational structure of
the Methodist church suited the establishment of worren~s groups in the area;
a decentralized system was follcwed in which Parishes corresponded with
local political groups, although incorporating several of these in the early
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days (Schoeffel 1983:11). Eoth island and EurofEan missionaries worked with
the local warren, introducing religious instruction and new dorrestic skills.7
In 1921 the colonial administration changed to Australian hands and pranoted
programs in health and family welfare through women/s clubs, i.e. pre-
existing church groups (Ibid.: 12).
Today village women/s groups are affiliated with one of three main
church wanen/s groups in the province, the united Church oomen/s Fellcwship,
the Catholic Women/s Association, and the Seventh Day Adventist Dorcas
Society (Meleisea 1982:58). As of 1983 t.h2se three w.:>men/s associations
were still predominantly organized as devotional and domestic-religious
educational groups rather than as brcadly based economic or service groups.
The United Church parish has a Women/s Fellcwship association which has
assigned duties such as cleaning and decorating the church, or meeting for
devotions and social occasions (Schoeffel 1983:12). Social occasions are
often synonymous with fund raising, one form being the kapti ('tea r:arty/).
Each member attending a kapti contributes a srrall cash donation which is put
into a fund and used by the Fellcwship (Ibid.). Funds are mostly used for
church purposes though in a few cases have been used to start snaIl business
ventures. A good exarrple of the latter is the Wanen/s Fellowship Store in
Rapiok village, started in the early 1970s to raise funds to buy a church
generator (Meleisea 1986:67).
Several expatriate mission staff, a church worren/s officer, and various
government der:artments have run training programs in home economics through
the Women/s Fellcwship groups. Equal errphasis is given to Bible study and
worship, learning, recreation, and service (Schoeffel 1983:13).
Stimulated by the Worren/s Fellcwships of the United Church, the Catho-
lic Wanen/s Association, Kibung Bilong 01 Meri Katolik, held its first
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rreeting in May 1978. A further impetus to this fellc:wship was the Percep-
tion of Catholic laywanen that their neErls and interests were not being met
by the secular organization, Nilai Ra Warden (' voice of wanen'), which drew
much of its support fran the United Church (Ibid.:14). The notion to fonn
an association of their own was an indigenous one-- a response to the fact
that goverI1Ili2nt assistance to wanen (from the Provincial Welfare and Comnun-
ity development Ofiice, the N:W, and direct subsidies) was being channelled
through women's organizations. The fonnation of a ser:arate organization was
also an indigenous response insofar as rrembership was in accord with long-
standing political factions within the Tolai cOlTl1unity (Ibid.).8 Not sur-
prising1y, ho~ver, the specific issues they singled out ref lected the
continuing influence of church and missionary values. The worren disagreed,
for example, about literalizing divorce laws and lEgalizing prostitution
(Ibid.) .
The Association has mEmber groups anong most Catho lic parishes in the
province. As of 1980 there ~re t~nty-two r:arish associations with approx-
imately three-thousand mEmbers (Ibid.). The Association endeavors to en-
courage church work and values, improve the position of worren in family and
carrrrnunity, and promotes business opportunities in the villages. In 1982
funds v.ere being sought through catholic women's agencies in Australia and
New Zealand for four wanen's poultry projects, two piggeries, five village
stores, and three tailoring businesses (Ibid.).
In the Seventh day Adventist Church the wanen's branch is the Dorcas
Society. In addition to religious duties, the Society is encouraged to WJrk
toward improving fami ly and village health and hygiene, and fami ly servioes
(Ibid.:15). Owing to this church's strong interest in health and nutrition,
teaching programs have been organized for wanen throughout the Dorcas socie-
ties. The groups also engage in fund raising, including charging fees for
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classes in home-crafts, ba.zaars and fetes, and even contracting out their
labor to local businessrren or planters (Ibid.).
Independent of these three rrajor church groups, there is the Nilai Ra
Warden, founded in 1971. Initially, the association gained support fran
Tolai wanen who were concerned about the advent (or effect) of self-govern-
ment and liquor licensing (Ibid.). Funds were raised to buy sewing machines
and other equipment for training programs, some of which were re-distributed
in a traditional manner at meetings (Ibid.). In 1980 the Nalia Ra Warden
became officially recognized and renamed as the Provincial council of w::>-
men. 9
The provincial council arose in response to the incorporation of the
National Council of Wanen in 1978 and, as of 1981, operated from the Provin-
cial Welfare office (Ibid.:16). Inspite of its non-governmental status, it
advises the government on wanen's affairs and receives assistance in its
projects fran welfare and camnunity develcpment offices.
In 1981 the Provincial Council of Waren operated two srrall businesses:
an airport kiosk and a passenger mini-bus (Ibid.). By 1982 the kiosk ven-
ture had overcane its initial administrative difficulties and was operating
successfully)O Internally, however, the PG'l has faced constraints-- namely
that wanen belonging to the church-linked organizations feel their call is
to church oriented service and they question the function or utility of thew
council. Also, some fear they rray be daninated within the council by v.Dmen
belonging to other churches (ibid). These tensions reflect a rootErlness to
traditional rivalries as well as to divisions or "circles" of the colonial
past. Perhaps this tension is typical of waren's clubs in other contEmpo-
rary Pacific societies.
Aside fran the above major wanen's groupings, Tolai wanen rerrain
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heavily engaged in the production and marketing of local food crops. Their
food crops are usually of lower prestige or "value" than that of the men,
who have taken on a rrore prestigious role as prodUCErs of cash creps for
export (Meleisea 1982:59). Rural wanen then, sell tubers, vegetables,
coconuts, eggs, betel nuts, peppers, fOul try, fish, cocked food, fruit, and
a small number of handicrafts such as baskets, mats, and seed or shell
ornaments (Ibid.).
Settl ement patterns of market waren ref lect econanic specia lization in
that inland worren sell mostly tubers and vegetables while coastal wanen sell
a more diverse range of products. Through their marketing activities Tolai
worren accumulate traditional shell money (accepted for rn:my products) to
help pay school fees, to purchase trade store gcxx1s, and for other family
expenses (Ibid.:59). From the wanen~s viewpoint, the market is valued
socia11y too insofar as it enables them to meet, re lax, and exchange infor-
mation. Obvious ly this small scal e marketing is a response of the Tolai
women~s primary role in agriculture to contemporary circumstances-- the
cash/market economy.
Inspite of the above adaptations, Schoeffel argues that as horticultur-
alists, the traditional role of Tolai waren has been expanded without any
corresponding gains in econc:rnic control or social prestige (Schoeffel
1983:26). Moreover, western notions of the appropriate female roles in
hanemaking have been extended to ~rren through government programs and the
churches. This has ultimately increased ~men~s burdens and is in conflict
with their traditional prcx1uctive role (Ibid.). The case of the Tolai then,
is a good example of what has been the nature of women~s groups in the
Pacific and why the worren~s movement, with all its arguments and aW3.reness
campaigns, is important.
In the Eastern Highlands Province there exists several renown wanen~s
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organizations: Wok Meri, Goroka Women/s Investment Corporation (GWIC) , Koka------
ru Women/s Association, and the Eastern Highlands Provincial Council of
Women (EHICW). Wok Meri is widespread and unParalleled in anthropological
accounts of PNG highland societies (Sexton 1981 :55). The movenent actually
began in the Chuave District of Ch:imbu (now Simbu) Province in the early
1960s, and then moved steadily east into Goroka District of the Eastern
Highlands Province. Wok Meri is picgin for 'wanen/s work". In the Chuave
District the movement is referred to as Kafaina which is conmonly used as a
personal name (ibid).
As a savings and exchange system based on small autonomous groups of
women (numbering two to thirty-five), Wok Meri rrembers collect and save
their earnings fran selling vegetables, small arrounts of coffee, or their
labor, and maintain exchange relations in the group. The ITDvement is con-
cerned with worren/s participation in both traditional exchange and mcrlern
business activities. Accordingly, in Wok Meri women assume all the roles
and have established a modified western-style banking system (Sexton
1984 :121) .
Each group engages in savings and exchange activities under the leader-
ship of one or two vena namba or 'big waren/, vIDO/S role is similar to that
of a 'big man/. Within each group two rrale representatives are selected
from the 1ineage or sub-l ineage: a kuskus (book-keeper) and a siaman or
'chairman/ (Sexton 1982a:172). Members are the wives of lineage and sublin-
eage mates vIDO live in the same village and so reflects an already present
kinship unit which carries an important social function (Sexton 1984:123).
Most active women in Wok Meri are at least in Ueir fourties. This is in
accordance with the customary perception that by the time a woman has
reached middle age she has established a solid relationship with her
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husband, has proved her loyalty and won resJ.:Ect, besides having greater
autonomy and access to money than younger wives (Ibid.:124). Pecause the
wives of older lineage/sub-lineage mates have worked together for many years
in exhange payments and life-cycle rites, the Wok Meri members are able to
embark upon their new social and exchange activities with a finn foundation
( Ibid. :123) .
Each group develops under the tutelage of a more experiencEd group
which is refered to as the "mothers," the relationship between the two
groups being equivalent to that between mother and daughter. Instead of
giving the child food, Wok Meri rrothers lean their "daughters" small sums of
rroney to stimulate savings by the daughters and make their work "grow"
(Sexton 1981 :56). VIillen the daughter group cornes of age, that is, is know-
ledgeable, they sponsor their own group, described as "bearing a child"
(Ibid. ) .
Birth and marriage are major thanes of Wok Meri rituals and both are
re-enacted at all -night gatherings of mother and daughter groups. Fictive
affinal and fictive consanguineal ties are established between the two by,
"...the 'daughters'/bride-receivers paying a cash brideprice to the 'moth-
ers'/bride-givers for the knowledge of Wok Meri, metaphorically described as
the noiri 'girl' (sexton 1984:126)." The 'girl' is actually a western-style
rubber doll and/or bilum (string-bag) fillEd with coins given to the
'daughters'/bride-receivers at a [1Livate rneeting of the two groups (Ibid.).
The doll or bag is decorated 1 ike a bride and after an all-night gathering
(reflecting a "betrothal") the symbolic bride is given in rrarriage-- that
is, the 'mothers' ritually give birth to their' daughters'. The payment of
brideprice and rrarriage of the Wok Meri bride are later repeated in the
'washing hands' cererrony, the climax of the group's participation in wok
Meri (Ibid.).
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Before the 'washing hands' cere:rrony, however, the group also rreets
sporadically in the 'big wanan's' house to collect money and bring mEIIlbers
up to date (Ibid.:125). As the meetings are usually held on a Friday
evening, a wanan can deposit that day's earnings fran market before she is
tempted to spend it on tobacco or before her husband or chil dren ask her for
money. Each woman retains individual ownership of the money she saves. The
money is placed in a separate cloth or string bag which is then placed in a
CGnfl10n suitcase or box and locked in a special roan in the back of the 'big
wanan's' house (Ibid.). A book-keeper records each wanan's contribution and
so the waren have care to regard their system as a kind of banking opera-
tion.
At the 'washing hands' cererrony three important events occur. First,
sp:::msors announce the amount of money each group has accurnul ated and thereby
ends a prohibition on spending money totalling up to K2,500 per group
(Ibid.:127). Second, brideprice and marriage rituals are re-enacted, aslo
signifying that the 'daughters'jbride-receivers are empowered to hold their
own 'washing hands' cererrony in a year or two. The largest exchanges of
cash in Wok Meri are between the mother-daughter groups, approximating the
cash component of a real brideprice-- about K200-K250 (Ibid.). Unlike in a
real marriage, ho~ver, the "brideprice" is a loan to be repaid to the
'daughters'jbride-receivers when they hold their own ceranony. Third, waren
fran Wok Meri groups throughout the region attend the cererrony to make small
loans (K2-K20) to the ceremony's sfDnsors. At one 'washing hands' ceremony
in 1977, attended by more than two-thousand pecpl e, one-hundred-and-fourty
loans ~re made (Ibid.). Sponsors act as "banks"; the loans they receive
are like bank deposits which are then repaid when the creditor's group
'washes hand' (Ibid.).
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The money saved by the group, in additon to the 'brideprice/ and loans
received at the above ceremony, totals a substantial amount of capital,
ranging fran Kl,000-K4,500 (Ibid.). This money is then invested in busines-
ses-- trucking and storekeeping being the rrost popular (as with men too in
the highlands). Whi le trucking may not be a profitable venture from a
conmercial standpoint, it is apr:;ea ling to Wok Meri groups because public
motor vehicles (PMVs) or pick-up trucks are symbolic of the old and new
econanicorder (Sexton 1981:57). That is, they are expensive , visib 1e
markers of prestige 1 ike traditional valuables, are also associated with
bisnis, a pidgin word connoting developmEnt, progress, and financial suc-
cess. Obviously the value of trucks is also practical in that they repre-
sent transportation in places which are distant from the main read. vrnle
trucking has remained attractive through the late 1970s, more recently Wok
Meri groups have begun considering and adopting alternative invesbnents in
large-scale and potentially more lucrative enterprises such as buying coffee
for re-sale to processors, wholesale trade, plantation ownership, and truck
leasing for fuel transport (Sexton 1984:129).
Two other practices of Wok Meri are the fining of men who ridicule Wok
Meri women as they dance along the roads, and the develq::ment of "v..Dmer(s
courts." While it is custanary to canpensate for an insult or injury
through negotiations between the kin groups, Wok Meri warren do not want to
v.ai t for traditiona 1 measures of justice; they denand irrmediate r:ayment from
men (Sexton 1980:304). The wc:men/s moots, through which waren as well as
men are fined, and the sanction of shaming the offender by amassing vvomen
outside the person/s home, are even more significant der:artures fran tradi-
tion (Ibid.). SUch departures suggest vvomen/s dissatisfaction with tradi-
tional male-dominated methods of conflict resolution, and determination to
experiment with an alterntive solution (Ibid.).
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It is instructive to refl ect upon the significance of Wok Meri as a
response to a changing lifestyle. The moverrent developed out of wanen's
dissaproval of men's loose expenditure of money on gambling and beer. l'bk
Meri is a response to men's negligence. It allONs warren to safeguard their
small incomes, demonstrate their carpetence as money marngers, am to prove
how Iillch money could be accunulated if men v..ere better stewards of the bulk
of household incane that they crntrol (Sexton 1984:121). Wok Meri then, is
a collective, indigenous response of \\Dmen to the steady deterioration of
their economic rights over the last fifty years since western contact
(Ibid.:151). It is not a separatist movement, IDv-ever. On the contrary,
through Wok Meri, wanen strive to p3.rticipate alongside men and express a
desire for greater, not less, cooperation betv-een the sexes (Ibid.:152).
The movement is significant in that it institutionalizes collective fema.le
action, enables wanen to redefine property rights in relation to men, and
thus increases their particip3.tion in the cerem:mial and camnercial sectors
of society. HONever, Wok Meri is not just a collective effort to redress
econanic grievances. The two developments of fining and wanen's courts
could have major irrplications for men's and women's relations in areas other
than property rights (Sexton 1982a:196).
Symbolically too, Wok Meri is meaningful. The ceremonial aspects of
the moVEment symbolically reaffirm that women are He source of wealth-- the
importance of daughters and sisters wIDse marriages bring bridev..eal th to
their patrikin and who, throughout their 1i ves and after their deaths, are
the source of p3.yments made by their husbands' p3.trikin (sexton 1981 :60-61).
Further, Wok Meri wanen not only prcduce weal th-- they can even create am
reprcduce, synbolically, society by thEmselves. In shar-t, Wok Meri appears
an ingenius solution to improving women's power and status in traditional
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society, whi 1e simu1taneous 1y increasing their participation in deve lopnent
and the canrrercial sector of the economy. As one outsider comrrented,
It is a remarkable coincidence that Wok Meri carne into
the public eye during International Women's Year, because it
represents what I think International Waren's Year is all
about. The members of Wok Meri groups have probably never
heard of International vJanen's Year. But I sensed that
these wanen, living on the lc.west levels of the political
hierarchy, were yet in control of their own irnnediate
destiny, irrespective of the plans and policies, controls,
and external changes enforced by those at the top of that
hierarchy. Their hopes are perhaps unexpressed in words but
admirably achieved... (Munster 1975:146).
While Wok Meri was locally develofed and involved rural wanen, the
Goroka Women's Investment Corporation (GWIC) was established with the help
of the government and affected primari ly urban, more western educated wo-
men.ll Unlike Wok Meri, the GWIC is a corporation, founded in 1976 as a
pilot project s[X)nsored by the IW/UNDP and the Department of Crnmerce. The
intention of the project was to establ ish collective businesses and to train
women in their management (Sexton 1982b:4). The corporation is based in
Goroka town in the Eastern Highlands Province. Staff from the Office of
Business Development (Department of Crnmerce), in addition to an lID advisor
and local counterpart, did the preliminary investigations into the feasibi-
1ity of businesses, and then in 1979 management was turred over to Gorokan
women (Ibid.).
In early 1976 a core group of women went to their villages, explained
what the corporation was atout, and succeeded in selling shares worth KSO
apiece. Four thousand kina were raised which proved sufficient to start the
corporation's first business in July 1976, an airport coffee shop (PWRC
1978a:7). The corporation expanded in 1977 to include themurnu ('earth
oven') take-away food shop in Goroka's rrain camrercial area (Sexton
1983:140). In addition to the capital raised, the GWIC received a K8,000
loan from the PNG Developrrent Bank (for coffee production), and K5,000 from
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the Village Econanic development Fund grant (Ibid.). In 1980 a branch of
the food shop, the liklik mumu (' little earth oven') opened at Goroka mar-
ket. Al though the coffee plantation scheme did not W)rk out due to depres-
sed world prices, the provincial financial advisor in the Business DevelCfl-
ment Office helred the corporation to explore alternative invesbrents
(Ibid.:141). As of 1983 the GWIC was planning to open two catering busines-
ses in the then New Guinea Corporation headquarters and in the movie theatre
planned for the center of town (Ibid.:140).
The salaried staff of the GWIC is canprised of the general manager,
manager and clerk. They run the GWIC enterprises which, in tum, employ
three waren and four men (Ibid.:141). The rranagement is responsible to the
board of directors who meet quarter1y, and the s ffirem 1rers who meet annua1-
ly.
In addition to business enterprises, the GWIC has offered courses to
its shareholders, through the lID advia:>r and business develcpment training
officer (Sexton 1982b:41). The shareholder's course taught basic business
principles and explained the corporate structure as well as inforrred women
about the GWIC. As an example of good planning, the courses were held for a
few hours in the early evening after the worren had finished their gardening
chores (Ibid.). Men were also welcane to attend and, in turn, benefitted
from the training. Visua 1 rraterial s were usd to express basic concepts of
share, profit, loss, incane, exrense, organization and financing of the
GWIC, and the rights and duties of the shareholders, directors, rranagers and
employees (Ibid.). Investors learned how their money was being spent, and
long-term social goals of the GWIC v-.ere discussed (Ibid.). The course was
repeated in numerous villages in 1977 and 1978. It is worthwhile noting
that because the rnIC does not require persons to be shareholders to observe
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the training sessions, it has become an infonnal resource center for non-
shareholder entrepreneurs starting similar snall-scale businesses.
There are other spin-off benefits from the GWIC. As of 1982 it was
serving as a channel for certain governrrent services to rural wanen in
general. For exarrple, the aiIC managers and a few shareholders 'W2re trained
by a nurneracy expert to teach basic aritluretic to illiterate wanen (Sexton
1982b:61). The Business Developrent Office was considering using sharehold-
ers as the interrrediaries for starting village silkworm projects staffed by
young school leavers.
The impact of the GWIC has been greatest upon the managers and direc-
tors who contribute the rrost effort to the cOrPOration and are arrong the
small number of relatively well educated, influential, and affluent (by
rural standards) wornen in and around Goroka town (Ibid.). The GWIC rein-
forces this elite profile by providing opportunities to this group to parti-
cipate in meetings, assess the feasibility of new businesses, and extended
contacts with other people in business, government agencies and financial
institutions (Sexton 1983:147). Vihile sane nay argue that this kind of
organization only contributes to an unwanted elite, it could also be coun-
tered that positions of privilege or leadersbJ.p are inevitable and therefore
the GWIC is helping to promote leaders. The GWIC has also been criticized
for not addressing the deep-seated inffIualities bet'W2en rnen~s and worren~s
property rights, thereby not threatening men~s econanic dominance
(Ibid.:149). In corrparison to Wok Meri this is perhaps true. It is In-
structive, however, to also understand how the GWIC is esteemed by its
shareholders.
The GWIC sharehoIders do not assess their corporation mere 1y in tenns
of dividends earned. In a broader social sense, the fact that women have
organized thernsel ves to start a corporation which helps them control and
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mul tiply their earnings, and to gain sane rreasure of financial independence,
is considered significant. Like Wok Meri, the GWIC has enabled worren to
expand their social repertoire to ~ll.rle the role of investor (sexton
1982b:60). Furthermore, for many, the GWIC is their first investment exp2r-
ience and so the education given on business principles and procedures is
proving very iItlfOrtant. The GWIC also provides a forum for strengthening
the kinship, friendship, economic and religious ties between its sharehold-
ers.
In addition to wok Meri and the GWIC, two other voluntary organizations
which link rural w:>rren from nore than one canmunity in the Eastern Highlands
Province are the Kogaru Women's Association am the Eastern High lands Pro-
vincial Council of Worren (EHFCW). Kogaru is located in the Bena census
division and is the, "...brainchild of an assimilated eXp3.triate businessw:>-
man married to a Bena man (Sexton 1982b:5)". The group began in her hus-
band's village, and once overcaning interclan rivalry, has grONIl to include
warren from neighboring canmunities (Ibid.). In its early stage, the group
focussed upon training in literacy, hygiene, and sewing. Later, interest
shifted to comnercial developnent with the initiative and guidance of the
businesswanan.
The EHPCW in theory is the umbrella organization for all the wanen's
groups in the province, and is their channel to the N:W. In reality,
hcwever, the EHPCW's minimal activities have been cmcentrated in the vici-
nity of the provincial capital (Ibid.). Interaction among the groups that
are nominally affiliated with the council is limited. Adding further ques-
tion to its reputation was the council's abortive attenpt to start a craft
store with a training workshop attached to it (Ibid.).
In addition to the East New Britain and Eastern Highlands provinces,
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the East Sepik Province (F.5P) has also been the hane of successful wanen/s
projects. Perhaps one of the earl iest "success stories" is taken fran that
of a young crnmmity worker, 11aterina Wai, who, at least as of 1978, was
working with worren at the Bagi Agricultural Centre (PWRC 1978b:5). Materina
began nutrition classes and a food garden that all the worren could work in
and receive focrl fran. The husbands/ canplaint that wanen were not getting
r:aid for their work, was finally overcare, and the worren continued to \\Drk
together, even engaging in craft work such as crochet, weaving, tie and dye,
and sewing.
Non-foTIlBl education for wanen has also received support fran the East
Sepik Council of ~brren. Within each district courses are taught in nutri-
tion, health, agriculture, handicrafts, midwifery, prirrary health care, and
construction of ferro-cement water tanks and charcoa 1 stoves (weeks
1984:10). The objective of the courses is to teach worren so that they can
go out and teach others. Worren pay K5 per course and the courses are TIm in
centers bui 1t by the wanen themsel ves (Ibid.). All ninety women/scIubs in
the Maprik District are involved in trese centres. Through these ninety
clubs the program is reaching at least four-thousand wanen in tre district
(Ibid. ) .
In the past, the wanen/s training prO]ralTS in Wosera, Pag~ and Maprik
districts have received assistance from the East Sepik Rural Developrrent
Project Education sub-project on Agriculture Nutrition Education (Ibid.:ll).
This has helped support two rural female extension \\Drkers. In the courses
wanen have learned improved agricultural techniques such as mulching, rid-
ging, oomposting, crop rotation, and how to grew local greens, beans and
peanuts from a "kitchen garden" for hane consumption. Fbod preparation is
taught in order that the worren learn how to make tasty, nutritious rreals
fran the vegetables, and prepare snacks such as dried fruit, peanut buter,
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and fruit juices (Ibid.).
The Pagwe Centre has been assisted by the Australian Develcpment Assis-
tance Bureau and the Australian Council of Women. The Wosera Centre at
Kumunumgum is helped by the WOITen's Development Fund. The ultimate purpose
of such funding is to enabl e the centers to take advantage of the above
mentioned courses and to carryon extension work of their own.
In addition to the non-fomal education projects, women have demon-
strated their proPensity to engage in bisnis, projects which will earn an
income. There are dozens of clubs enthusiatically growing cabbages, raising
poultry and running trade stores (Meleisea 1986:71). In the Madang, Milne
Bay and New Ireland provinces wanen are increasirg ly involved with busines-
ses. lID advisors are helping to establish wanen's businesses which have
the same structure as an investment corporation except that there are a
larger number of shareholders and the price of the sffires is smaller than
say, in the GWIC (sexton 1982b:63). '!he Madang and Alotau (Milne Bay)
ventures are oriented towards income generation and invo 1ve wanen in produc-
tion. The Madang corporation bought a candle factory which employs waren,
while the Alotau was intending (in 1982) to establish a wholesale crafts
company to market artifacts prcduced by rural Milne Pay \\DITen (Ibid.).
The PNG case study reveal s a trend towards business invo 1vement by
worren's groups. Articles in the PNG R:>st Courier indicate the desire of
local groups and the NW:: to set up incane-generating ventures (Ibid.:6).
This trend reflects the growing perception of \\Dmen that true developnent
must provide opportunities for, or allc:w, wanen to establish their own
ecananic mse independent of men.
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~ ISI.ANOO:
As in PNG, there has existed throughout the Solorron Islands various
worren's groups and clubs, rrost of which were initiated and run umer the
guidance of churches. Accordingly, the emphasis of these early clubs was on
singing hynns, Bible study, sewing and infant care.
In the early 1970s the Worren's Interest Section of the Ministry of
Youth and Cultural Affairs appears to be a major thrust l:::ehind encouraging
wanen's clubs (date of establishrrent is unclear-- most likely in 1970). The
aims of the Section are to: 1) pas on the knc:wledge of home economics,
family education, carrnunity work, and club management; 2) pranote realistic
programs in the above areas for rural \'\Drren; 3) pranote the interests of
wanen in partnership with existing governrrent and voluntary agencies, and
village/camnunity authorities; 4) prorrote the teaching of local handicrafts
in order to raise the standard of work and revive cultural arts; and 5)
develop and implement an integrated non-forrral education scheme for \'\Drren in
rural and urban areas (SRF 1980b:7).
upon the establishment of the Section, sCIre wanen were sent to attend
courses in hane econanics and other related subjects at the SPC/CEI'C. Upon
their return they worked in the provinces with various wanen's organizations
or in the Section. As of 1975 there \\ere five CEre trairees as teaclErs and
four more waren's assistants in the country (SPC 1976:21). In 1980 the
Section staff was eight, six of which were posted in the provinces.
In 1971 there were about 120 worren's clubs oIBTating in the Solauon
Islands, helped by three Wanen's Interest workers (v\cN 1971:6). By 1975
there were 139 registered wanens groups; 166 in 1976; 202 in 1977; and 258
in 1978 (SRF 1980b:8). The clubs were engaged in rraking mats, baskets, fund
raising for local schools and churches, and giving classes on health, nutri-
tion' childcare, carpentry, sewing and family budgeting (Ibid.:6-7). One of
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the explicit aims of the clubs was to get members to look critically at
their village and district and ask thernsel ves what they could do to improve
the quality of life. Issues in health and hygiene seem to stand out in this
period. The East Savo Worren's Club, for example, joined with the island's
health comnittee in an effort to improve local health standards (Ibid:7).
Other innovations (deviations fran the mission period) could be seen on
Malaita where a club raised money to help build a village store, and where
another club buil t a bakery and began baking bread as a business (Ibid.).
In May 1977 the Council of Ministers of the Solorron Islands Government
adopted the proposal suhnitted by the Minister of Health and Medical Ser-
vices that a "Solaron Islands "Warren's Week" be officially observed annually
throughout the country (Ibid.:8). Worren's week offered time to bring atten-
tion to the roles and contribution of Solomon Islands women. In 1980 a
wcmen's writers' workshop and Family Planning courses coincided with Worren's
Week (Ibid.).
Also around the mid to late seventies a need for a national council of
worren was recognized. In late OCtober 1982 a national workshop and confer-
ence on the establishment of a National Council of vvorren (NCW) were held.
It comprised twenty-three participants inc1uding eight island representa-
tives, all Worren's Interest workers (recently called Social Developrrent
Assistants), church organizations, worren's clubs, the YVvCA, and various
government departments (PWBN 1983b:3). The participants developed a policy
statement and Plan of Action which reflected their decision to build the
organization from the provincial level up, rather than create a central
office in Honiara (Ibid.:4). In response to the Plan of Action, wanen's
councils were being formed, and in November 1983 the NCW was formally estab-
lished (IWRB 198 4b: 6).
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By 1980 the Wonen's Interest Section was publishing a bi-rronthly wo-
nen's club newsletter containing news from wanen's clubs around the country
and sone educational information on nutrition, health, childcare, family
planning, recipes and other domestic concerns (SRF 1980b:10). In additon to
the newsletter, the So1anon Islands Broadcasting Corporation gave wanen a
hal f-hour of free air time every saturday night which was repeated during
the week (Ibid.).
Also in 1980 the FounClation for the Peoples of the South Pacific
/United States Agency for International Developuent (FSP/USAID) Village
Wonen's Prograrnne began. A year later, it had two field officers working
with the Wonen's Interest Prograrmne in Malaita, Guadalcanal, Makira/U1awa,
and Western provinces (Baden 1981:1). In the four provinces the program was
rej,X)rted to be progressing we11, with sone clubs expresing appreciation of
the fact that regular contact was being maintained with their clubs for the
first time in over eight years (Ibid.).
The Village Wonen's Prograne has also attracted Ue interest of the
Ministry of Trade, Industry, and labour. In 1981 these ministries recruited
two female Peace Corps Volunteers to work with village wanen's groups as
business advisors and pranoters, and to help wanen's sewing groups organize
and run their projects (Ibid.:3).
The goal of the Village Wonen,s Programne was to increase the invol ve-
nent of warren in social and econanic developnent through local carrnunity
projects in health, nutrition, and clothing production (Ibid.:12). This
neant increasing the number of wanen's clubs and groups, and increasing the
awareness of warren of the value of their skills and potential (Betu
1982a:9). For the period ending March 31, 1981 a total of 27 training
sessions for wanen's groups were held, three of which were held at Church
Rural Wonen,s Training Centres and run by church personnel (Baden 1981:12).
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Also, twenty-four manual sewing machines w:ore distributed to clubs, groups,
and Rural Training Centres; eight to clubs in Malaita; two to clubs in
Guadalcanal; eight to clubs in the Western Province; one to a Rural Vbrren~s
Training Centre in the Central Islands Province; and five to a training
center in the Makira/Ulawa Province (Ibid.:16). The latter two groups are
run by the Church of Melanesia and Marist Order, respectively. During this
period ten worren~s groups also began sewing garrrents for sale through local
shops, co-ops etc. (Ibid.:17). In addition, two out of the eight groups
proposed, set up market vegetabl e gardens-- both of which were at Rural
Training Centres (Ibid.:18).
An example of a training center is the Tasia Training Centre run by the
Church of Melanesia. Annually, it runs a series of six training courses for
rural worren, having twenty participants per course (Ibid.). Activities
included running a demonstration market garden, growing IDot crops and
vegetables, and raising chickens for sale on the main island of Buala
(Ibid.). with funds from FSP/USAID, hoes, spades, axes and bush knives w:ore
bought, and seeds and fertilizers obtained freely from the Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands (Ibid.).
For the October 1, 1981- December 31, 1981 period, workshops run by the
Foundation for the Peoples of the South Pacific were held in East Are Are
(Malaita) and Gizo (Western Province). The East Are Are workshop was the
first of its kind to be held in that renote part of Malaita (Betu 1981:3).
Fifty-five worren~s clubs representatives attended tiE workshop am received
training in sewing machine maintenance, primary health care, income-gener-
ating activities, vegetable gardening, worren~s club organization, sewing and
cooking dernonstrations (Ibid.: 3- 4 ) .
The Gizo workshop focussed on training club leaders and office-bearers
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(18 total) hON to prevent s~ial problems in a semi-urban society (Ibid.:4).
BJdgeting was the highlight of the workshop, thus reflecting a relatively
new need of rural and urban wanen. The workshop included a field trip to
the Iriri Canrnunity Project which had successfully established a bakery, and
a business of selling poul try, eggs, and vegetables at the Gizo market
(Ibid. : 5) .
In 1982 FSP/USAID established four Worren's Interest Base Stations-- two
on Malaita (at Rokera and Takwa) and in Honiara and Gizo (B2tu 1982b:4).
From these stations worren field workers go out to the islands for follON-Up
visits, open new \\Drren's clubs, or hold training workshops, spending at
least one week per month in their base stations to write their reports and
prep3.re materials for the workshops (Ibid.:5). The workshops offered
courses in the usual areas of sewing, handicrafts, nutrition, budgeting,
bread baking, agriculture, food prep3.ration, and in ne,ver subjects like
union work, and the construction of raised cooking places for village kitch-
ens, drum ovens, and simple appropriate technology.
At the beginning of 1982, 300 worren's clubs were registered with the
Ministry of Employment, Youth and Social Develcpment. Of these, 130 had
received assistance fran FSP/USAID (Betu 1982a:lO). On north Malaita, only
ten clubs w=re established at the end of 1981 but it was hoped that 1000
wanen, by the year's end, could be reached through the FSP/USAID program
(Ibid.:15). While club developrrent is not new in Malaita, European-initi-
ated clubs have been in abeyance since the mid-seventies. App3.rently,
through the above programs, they are being revived (see Appendix 2 for a
1isting of clubs and activities).
Statements fran Solomon Islands wanen about the role of their clubs
seem to be very few, as does data which are not from an overseas aid agency
such as the FSP. The observation that the colonial-era clubs lagged behind
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in the mid-seventies only to be rejuvenated by outside agencies or programs
such as the FSP/USAID, further questions the extent of indigenous morrentum.
It could be argued, hcwever, Uat the increasing variety of course offerings
in subjects previously not dealt with by European wanen's leaders, is suf-
ficient indication of indigemus manentum. Furthermore, a nunber of clubs
have begun to initiate, on their own, programs to keep their villages clean.
This has included cutting grass, naking drains, paths, and other improve-
ments (Betu 1982b:12). At least then, waren are making their needs known to
the extent that agencies, even if foreign, are responding. Worren are taking
the initiative to meet their own aspirations and improve the standards of
Iiving. It is noteworthy also that churches continue to playa significant
part in establishing clubs and providing their structure, and are even part
of the indigenous response to the extent that they are indigenized. In rrany
parts of the Pacific, in fact, churches are no longer seen as colonial




Methodist missionaries arrived in Fiji in 1835 and sought, as did other
missionaries throughout the Pacific, to raise the women from what was per-
ceived to be a degraded status. As a result of their unquestioning belief
that 19th century ethics and women~s roles were the only things that could
save the waren, religious instruction, sewing, errbroidery, and English
cooking methods ...ere taught (SChoeffel & Kikau 1980:23). Fijian wanen were
discouraged fran follcwing their traditionally productive econanic roles.
As was argued earlier, this was a typical pattern found througmut the
region. Although there was considerable prestige attached to the new wo-
men~s skills, they ...ere fairly useless, and so the Fijian women continued to
be pre-occupied with horiticul ture, fishing, and the manufacture of mats and
other household requirements (Ibid.: 2 4) .
In 1960 the Women~s Interest programme was established as a result of
petitions received from multi-racial women~s groups following an SPC work-
shop (SPC 1976:31). The need for coordinaticn of wanen~s organizations, of
which there ...ere forty in Suva alme, was tremendous (Ianont 1959:40).
Staff, consisting of one Womens Interest Officer and three Home Science
teachers, were hired by the Education Department (SPC 1976:31). In 1968 the
program was placed under Social Welfare and, in 1972 after independence,
moved to the I:€partment of Fijian Affairs and Rural I:€velopuent (Ibid.). As
of 1975 there were twenty-four staff, twenty of whan were former CEIC train-
ees (Ibid.).
Initially the program focussed on identifying and training women~s
leaders, but this proved ineffective and so courses were given to all wo-
men~s clubs members (Ibid.). The Women~s Interest Office has run annual
refresher courses and keeps in touch with field-staff through IIDnthly field
reports (based on conferences with wonen in the villages), weekly reports,
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the study of field workers' diaries, fonns showing the number, type, and
site of courses given etc. (Ibid.).
In July 1968 the Fiji National Council of Worren was fomed by concerned
national women's organizations, spear-headed by the Pan-Pacific and South
East Worren's Association (Kamikarnica 1982:42). Divisional Advisory Comnit-
tees, which 'Were set up at the four administrative divisional offices of the
country, acted as the coordinating ann of the l\CW (Ibid.). The counci1
initiated rrany important projects such as founding a Canrmrnity Infonnation
Centre (Ibid.). It also organized and supported an annual craft fair. The
council depended entirely upon volunteer work am, following the World
Worren's Conference in Mexico, needed full-time staff to nanage its increas-
ingly complex organization. Finally, the council ceased to coordinate
activities of the Divisional Advisory Worren's Corrmittees because of a lack
of f inancia1 suppport. Confl icts of opinions betvveen the "gracious tradi-
tionalists" and the younger members further compounded the damage (Ibid.).
Disillusioned, some organizations pulled out; the largest traditionally
based indigenous group, the Soqosoqo vakarnarama, withdrew its membership
(ibid). Not surprisingly, the council became urban centered and in 1979
amnended its constitution to accept indiv idua1 manbers and any individlH 1
organization.
Inspite of its difficulties, the NGV continued to coordinate all wo-
men's activities. Worren's activities also continued through their own group
efforts in the villages, in interest groups like the Quota Club, church
groups (Catholic Worren's League), provincial and parental groups, and pro-
fessional and ethnic groups (Ibid.).
The NCW was given encouragement when the government sent three dele-
gates to the Copenhagen Mid-Decade Conference-- two of whom v.ere naninated
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by the council (Ibid.). As of 1982 the council was being reorganized and
its proposal of setting up an wnbrella coordinating unit with a full-time
government-funded coordinator was being considered by the goverrrrrent
(Ibid.). The council also initiated a research project to establish the
status of Fijian women. In 1982 19 organizations were affiliated with the
council (ibid:44).
In 1975 worren~s clubs totalled 1,279 comprising over 30,000 mEmbers--
quite an increase from a total of 60 clubs in 1960 (SPC 1976:19). In 1980
there were 1,385 clubs with a mEmbership of 30,210 (SRF 1980a:ApPendix 1;
for a listing of Fijian clubs in 1980 see Apperrlix 3). In addition to
women~s clubs, there was a Methodist Crafts School, or:erating in 1975, which
took on 135 girls (Fisk 1975:29).
Many waren are occupied in home-based activities which include more
recently, incane-earning projects. Pc:pular activities in the rural areas
are weaving and making itEms for presentation at traditional ceremonies
(Kamikamica 1982:40). Of wanen~s activities in general, it can be stated
that wcrnen carprise the major volunteer resource in Fiji; they organize most
of the fund-raising and supr:ort charitable organizations (ibid:44). Fur-
thermore, worren playa significant role in subsistence production. they
produce rrore fish for subsistence than rren and, on the larger islands,
perform more hours of horticultural work than men (Schoeffel & Kikau
1980:26). Inspite of worren's large contribution as volunteer and subsis-
tence workers, as late as 1980, there were very few services available to
vx:>rren. It would be a mistake though to think that the worren sinply sit
around waiting for the services to appear. As in the Solomon Islands, they
have been establishing clubs which fulfill their needs. In one particular
area, for example, seven villages formed a "rrother~s club" to help out at
their local school (Ibid.). In 1986 two worren have spoken up for inclusion
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in Fiji's Develcpment plan 9, as the previous plan only had one p3.ragraph
pertaining specifically to wanen (Douglas 1986:42).
The more recent TIlllti-craft centers in Fiji may also help in providing
women with the skills training they seek. The centers have encouraged
income-generating activities for girl s enroll ed in their government-spon-
sored Homecraft and Industries Course (Goodwillie 1986:23). An ILO advisor
has worked since 1984 developing resource materials, training courses and
parent education in ten Fiji centres. Girls are encouraged to take up
fishing, catering, wood-working, agriculture and tailoring projects. Pas-
sbooks are kept, ensuring that at graduation the student has cash to help
establish her c:wn small-scale industry in her village (Ibid.). In early
1986 Fiji was the venue for a two-week workshop which brought together 19
women from eight Pacific countries (Ibid.). Discussion of neErls, objectives
and program planning canplemented practical dEmonstrations in plumbing,
building stoves, home repairs, maintenance, and planning (Ibid.).
The above actions of Fiji women portray their continuing struggle am
success in gaining greater contro lover their lives. E.ven in the more
formal projects sponsored by the government or aid agencies, the convention-
al European image of women is being replaced by that of a more productive,
practical and modern skill s-oriented image.
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Tonga:
As in Fiji, activities of Tongan warten outside the hone are alnost all
entirely done through wanen's groups and churches (SRF 1980c:l). A wide
variety of worren's organizations, run by wanen or directly related to wa-
rren's activities, are endeavoring to rreet basic neEds such as inprovement in
nutrition, sanitation, and hygiene. In the 1980s increasing emphasis has
reen put on savings scherres, incorre-generating projects and CaTllnunity serv-
ice projects.
Prior to the late 1970s the governrrent's ViEW of develcprnent focussed
urun the village or carnnunty at large; mlyaround 1977 did the governrrent
becorre aware of the irrportance of worren in developuent and 1ater recognize
the need for purposeful integration of wanen in developrrent (Ibid.:3). By
1980 various programs and organizations existed under the auspices of the
ministries of Health, Education, Labor, Carrnerce and Industries, and Agri-
cul ture. They tended to be oriented toward th2 improvement of health,
hygiene, nutrition, earning cap:l.city, and genera 1 living standards in the
villages (Ibid.:l).
The Central Planning Dep:l.rtment (CPD) has also assisted in the coordi-
nation of worren's activities, including the chal1IElling and selection of
participants for overseas training, locating funds for sronsoring female
delegates at overseas conferences, evaluation of the ~rfonnance of v.x:>rren's
projects fundEd by outside agencies, and in assisting in drafting profiles
for wanen's projects (Ibid.:3). Other steps undertaken by the I£partrrent in
1980 were the initiation (with 110) of a study of the role of waren in rural
development; proposing the position of a Wanen's Develcpment Officer within
the CPD; proposing the establishment of a fund to assist wanen's econamc
activities; and to provide waren's groups with technical and financial
advice (Ibid.).
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There are also non-governnerrtal groups v..Drking with wanen:
1. the Iangafonua-- Worren's National Handicrafts Society, primarily invol ved
in marketing handicrafts;
2. the national Voluntary Women's Organization-- village branches for
assistance in health and other prOJ"rams;
3. wanen's church groups-- all the major denominations have worren's groups,
canbining social activities with health and other programs;
4. the CHADD Society-- education on cancer, heart disease, asthma, diabetes
and ulcers, and fund raising for drug supplies for sufferers;
5. the kautaha-- informal cooperative self-help groups, initiated in
villages by the villagers;
6. aid and relief groups-- the Society for Intellectually Handicapped
Children, the Red Cross of Tonga, Vaiola Hospital Board of Visitors, and
the Leper Trust Carrnittee;
7. Nationa1 Worren's Counci1-- Mateaki Fonua-- a group airred at coordinating
wanen's activities (Ibid. :2).
Many wanen belong to more than one of the above since no one organization
rreets all their needs (Ibid.).
Of the wanen's groups which are run solely by wanen, the kautaha are
perhaps the nnst renown. They are informal, self-help, traditionally-based
women's cooperatives. The kautaha are also very popular, as reflected in
the following numbers and percentages of wanen participants from the three
main island groups: Tongatapu:183 (83%), Ha'apai:65 (97%), and Vava'u:83
(92%) (Faletau 1982:45).12 There are several kinds of kautaha: national,
religious-based, village-based, and special interest (Halatuituia et. al.
1982:13). Activities of the cooperatives include dorrestic work such as
cleaning houses, planting gardens, cooking, sewing, and crafts; health work
in encouraging village inspections, and distributing filariasis pills for a
nationa1 campaign with the Hea 1th department (as in 1977-78); construction
or renovation of kitchens; selling handicrafts at the VJOrren's Handicraft
Center; and feasting and celebrations (for a detailed sumrary of the four
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types of kautaha and their characteristics see Appendix 4).
By joining a kautaha worren hope to develop or improve their hanes,
especially their rmterial wealth and lifestyle (Ibid.:15). Kautaha have
enabled waren to meet the danands or needs of their families and carrnuni-
ties. Moreover, through the kautaha, YIOrren feel they are building good
homes (Ibid.). In a survey conducted in 1979 of 13 kautaha, all inforrmnts
....-ere members of at least tYlO kautaha, thus reflecting the importance of
cooperative organizations as a basis for worren's popular participation in
'Ibnga'a national development (Ibid.:16).
The above survey also revealed trot those memters who desired assist-
ance from outside circles (from government, church or aid agencies), were
fran kautaha located in 'Ibngatapu and Vava'u. Further, such organizations
....-ere national ones. It is understandable that national organizations, which
tend to have broader aims directed for the gocxi of the country, should seek
assistance from outside, even international, bcxiies. The converse also
seems true; the proClaninance of self-help kautaha on the outer islands,
especial 1y Ha'apai, indicate that kinship ties are sti 11 intact and activi-
tiesjbenefits are more close1y tied to their own families and carrnunities.
From a brief look at cooperatives above, it becanes apparent that
traditiona1 customs are breaking down or are more intact in sane places than
in others. Similarly, and as in other places in the Pacific, the changing
socio-economic situation in 'Ibnga has given more responsibil ities to rural
warren whose traditional roles have rerrained unchanged (Faletau 1982:49).
Increasing monetization of the econany has stimulated a need among warren for
earning cash. In fact, the "wanen in developnent" survey of 1980 revealed
that generation of cash incarre was wanen's major problem or concern, fol-
lCMed by nutrition, improvement in water suWly, and "...too many depend-
ants" (SRF 1980c:3).
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In 1980 women's ll:Bin income earning activity was the proouction of
handicrafts, especially in Tongatapu am Vava'u. The contribution of handi-
craft proouction to national exr:ort earnings is also rising from $T1.3
million in 1975/76 to $T1.9 million in 1978/79 (Ibid.:2). The figure for
1979 was next only to copra and tourism in foreign exchange earnings. The
types of handicrafts include baskets, mats, vases, s lipp2rs, decorative
artifacts and tapa cloth, and are proouced from the ~rren's own raw ll:Bteri-
als (Faletau 1982:48).
Worren are also involved in tradestores, tourism, bus oIErations, manu-
facturing, and marketing agricultural prooucts and seafooo. seafoOO, in
addition to handicrafts, is an easy cash-earner. A significant feature of
Vava'u wanen is their invol veraent in vanilla proouction. WJrren and children
help with the pollination which is 1 ight work and, depending on the size of
the plantation, could work there all day (Ibid.:49). Women also work in
copra proouction and, as with vanilla, it is a family activity. Overall,
the contribution of rural women to the economy is significant. In an ILO
survey of 19 vi1 1ages , 72% of the w<::rrtE::!n were participating in economic
activities, particularly in handicrafts and agricultural proouction
(Ibid. :50).
As in the Solanon Islands, FSP/USAID began a Village Develc:pment Pro-
gramne in Tonga, in 1978. The purr:ose of the program was to "...upgrade
village health, irrprove kitchens, privies and gardens, provide family plan-
ning inforIJ:Btion assist in craft proouction, working with the village wo-
men's groups" (Wyler 1980:1). Wlen the prOjram began there were six full-
time and six part-time village workers, all Catholic Sisters, who ~rked in
seven villages on Tongatapu, two on Ha'apai, two on Vava'u, one on Niuatopu-
tapu, and one on 'Eua (Ibid.). A census taken in 1979 showed a total number
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of worren involved to be 2,000 in 65 clubs on 'Ibngatapu, Ha'apai, Vava'u, and
Niuatoputapu. As of August 1980 the following figures were refDrted
























The above figures are not carplete, however, as reports fran 50 known groups
in six new villages on tongatapu had not reen received (Ibid.:4). The
program has a goal of reaching 50 villages and 21,000 people. As of 1980 it
had directly affected 49 villages (98%) and 9,442 people (45% of the 21,000
total) (Ibid.:5).
In the period ending August 31, 1980, leadership workshops had been
held on 'Ibngatapu in 11 villages, involving 430 worren and resulting in the
establishment of 53 groups (Ibid.:6). On Ha'apai a workshop was held in one
village and atended by 10 groups canprising 100 w::>men. Emphasis was placed
on childcare, nutrition, gardening, cooking, hygiene, hane repairs, budget-
ing, cultural awareness, and the importance of family life (Ibid.). A
second Worren's Comnunity Centre was also established. The village, Fua'amo-
tu made plans for the construction of 30 privies and a canmunity center. By
1981 28 of the 30 privies had been built (wyler 1981b:8). In another
village, utulau, 23 members of the kautaha Laupeafi constructed 20 lON-cost
kitchens using local materials (wyler 1980:13). From field observations and
information contained in monthly reports from the wanen's groups, it was
evident that women were improving the sanitation in their ccmnunities,
providing electricity and water for their horres, and maintaining and upgrad-
ing their traditional skills in tapa and mat making as well as general
handicraft production (Ibid.:10) .
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For the period ending February 1981, the program had reached 2 out of 6
districts and 9 villages out of the 28 (w.Lth a total membership of 252) on
Ha/apai (Vijler 1981a:2). For a detailed surrmary of the vi 11ages visited and
activities for the periods ending February and August 1981, respectively,
see Appendix 5-7. On Vava/u 28 villages canprising 97 wanen/s groups re-
ceived a total of $T200 ($US260) in snall grants from FSP/USAID between
November 1979 and OCtober 1980 (Ibid.:8). On Tangatapu 31 villages compris-
ing 180 women/s groups received a total of $T2,975 ($US3,500) in small
grants (for a detailed account on the use of these monies see Appendices 8
and 9).
Looking over the sumnary of activities in the above nentioned appendi-
ces, one may wonder if the Wanen/s Village programme is merely perpetuating
colonial-type clubs. This would be too general a charge, hONever. What
deserves recognition is the fact that wanen are receiving fairly small sums
of money for their projects-- much smaller than the weal th or improved
standards which are being generated. Obviously the projects are being
carried by an indigenous manentum which ref lects the strength am determina-
tion of wonen/s groups througmut 'Ibnga.
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western sanna:
As with Tongan kautaha, Western Samoa has a cultural tradition of
women's associations called aualuma. It was upon this foundation that
wanen's komiti were founded and rose to extreme success. The aual uma con-
sisted of rrernb2rs of local descent groups and played a significant part ln
cererronial matters, particularly in receiving and entertaining visiting
parties and in manufacturing exchange va luables (Schoeffe 1 1979:2). Because
custom favored exogamy and patrilocal residence, each village contained a
large number of female "outsiders" ilio v..ere excl uded from membership in the
aualuma and whose roles were exclusively danestic (Ibid.).
Missionary reforms began to weaken the prestige and cohesion of the
aualuma by the mid-19th century. Significant of these reforms was the
establishment of church worren's auxiliaries which v..ere open to all married
wanen. Worren took advantage of the neweconanic opportunities, the comner-
cial production of coccnut oil, starch from arrowroot, and introduced vege-
tables, in order to raise funds for building churches (Ibid.:3; Thanas &
Simi 1982:6). This then, laid the foundation for the primary role of 8aIman
wanen today in target production and fund raising for a variety of ccmnunity
needs (Schoeffe 1 1979: 3).
In the late 1920s wanen's activities further increased with the adop-
tion of worren's komiti, an institution iliich united three groups of wanen:
the aualuma, the wives of chiefs, and these of untitled men (Ibid.). The
purpose of the komiti was to improve village health and sanitation through
the collective work of village women (Ibid.:l).
Ever since their founding in the 1920s, kaniti have proven to be the
backbone of the Samoan rura 1 heal th service. In contemporary Samoa they
playa major role in the financing and installation of corrmunity facilities
such as water supplies, water sealed toilets, electricity generators,
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schools, hospitals, and dispensaries (Ibid.:4). Further, they sp:msor
monthly ~laternal Child Heal th clinics, provide a regular meeting place for
village wanen and the District Health Nurse, and construct and oversee
village bathing pCX)ls and drinking water springs (Meleisea 1982:57; Thomas &
Simi 1982:7). In the latter activity, the ''watchers'' sit in a small she1ter
belonging to the kaniti, and weave while keeping an eye on the pool (Schoef-
fel 1983:3). The komiti, in fact, saves the IEalth Department thousands of
dollars annually through the health services they provide and facilities
they finance and maintain (SChoeffel 1979:5). Not surprisingly, samoan
villages stand out in the Pacific as being very clean, with high standards
of hygiene and attractive suroundings and armrenities (Ibid.). Their success
is also reflected in the eradication of filariasis, yaws and other endemic
diseases, and reduced infant and maternal mortality rate (Meleisea 1982:57).
In addition to health work, kaniti perform other services and are
engaged in economic projects. Services include weeding village plantations,
making thatch for new and old houses, providing a stock of sleeping mats on
behalf of the village for girls at narriage, and organizing collective
weaving sessions to attain the desired number of mats for village use
(Schoeffel1983:3).
Economic activities of the komiti are both traditional and contemporary
and include handicraft production, animal husbandry, and comnercial agricul-
ture. vegetable grCMing and dairy farming have been very popular since the
1960s. In fact, kaniti are developing a reputation for their excellent
dairy CCJWS which win first place at agricultural shCMs (PPSEAWA 1978:83).
The vegetable and dairy projects were intrcduced with the intention of
improving village nutrition rather than bCX)sting the economy, but the suc-
cess of women/s projects in contrast to rren/s has created acceptance for the
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idea of incorporating worren~s groups into rura 1 development sche:nes (Sch02f-
fel 1983:5). The problem here, hcwever, has been that the wanen treat the
development projects as target production scherres (see below); when the
loans have been repaid and profit has been made, enthusiasm declines and the
project founders. From 1978 to 1981 deep litter egg production cornnenced by
wc::rnen of Luatuanu~u (No.2) village. Profits were enjoyed collectively on a
trip to Hav..aii (Ibid.). In 1981 the project bEgan to have trouble due to
its expansion on a large scale, attempts to compete with established produc-
ers, and a change in komiti leadership (Ibid.:5). In 1982 it was abandoned.
The early success of the Luatuanu~u poultry project, hOW2ver, caused
demands for similar projects through::mt Western 8aIroa. Consequently, over
30 projects were started between 1980 and 1982. In october 1982 the Rural
Development Officer estimated that about 23 of the scherres W2re viable,
having repaid their loans (Ibid.).
Target proouction schemes playa large part of the komiti fund raising
activities and have ancient roots in Samoan cu1ture. Target production
invol ves intense carmunity effort and cooperatim, and achieves a goal by
which all benefit. In order to raise funds for a new church building,
everyone would collect, pool, and dry coconuts which are then processed into
copra and sold until a target sum is achieved (Meleisea 1982:57). Wanen~s
komiti stage concerts and invite guests fran near and far who canpete for
the honor of making the largest PJ-blic donations to the perforrrers (Schoef-
fel 1983:4). They also run banana plantations, mat weaving programs, taro
projects, and entertainments. The kaniti even form a large party and go
clowning and singing fran village to village for gifts of money (Ibid.).
These activities are short-term and have raised sums betW2en $50,000-$60,000
in one to two years (ThOIl'as & Simi 1982:7). The contributions have gone
towards constructing new dispensaries, school s, headmasters ~ houses,
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privies, vi llage water tanks, and church buildings (Ibid.). Target prcxluc-
tion has resulted in long-term benefits for families and whole corrrrnunities,
as well as an expanded women's role in the ccmnunity and sense of prestige
and satisfaction.
It should be noted that the above projects were never seen by komiti
rrembers, village leaders, or the governrrent, as econanic ends in therrsel ves.
They were seen, rather, as a form of service to the village and district; as
a form of education, or as a hoped for source of funds for carmunal use.
The fact that many of the projects have turned out to be carmercially
successful is incididental to the perception of their utlity (Sch~ffel
1983:10). It is worth noting that the contEmporary kaniti derives legitima-
cy from the cultural idea of conmunity service, as \\ell as the precedent of
the aualuma. According to Samoan culture, a wcnan's reputation and that of
her faJ.TILly is related to the extent to which she is visibly active in the
service of her husband's family and village (Ibid.:32). Hence, the komiti
provides an excellent avenue by which to demonstrate sel f-WJrth. Further,
this argument has, unitl recently, been given support by the willingness
with which sanDan wanen give service to the komiti of villages into which
they marry but rerrain perpetual outsiders (Ibid.).
Since the late 1970s, however, prcblsns associated with economic rocd-
ernization and professionalization of interrrediate health roles have under-
mined the efficiency and zeal of conterrporary kaniti (Ibid.:2). In 1979,
for instance, a number of komiti decided to abandon all attempts to manage
village sanitation because the health inspector was receiving a salary and
the pulenu'u (a village mayor) was receiving an increased stipend-- both of
whom were officially responsible for village saniation (Ibid.:31). As the
komiti received neither funds nor recognitim, they decided to leave the
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rratter to those who VJere forrrally responsible.
Concerning recognition, it is resented in a nurnl::er of villages that,
administratively, the kaniti is treated as a sul::r-carrnittee of the village
Council of Chiefs (Ibid.). Many komiti leaders argue that their work is
autonanous, belonging to wanen-- a notion of long standing in Samoan culture
(Ibid.). In another case, the komiti was disi llusioned by the lack of
consultation and interest from the dep::trtments of Health, Public Works, and
Education, concerning the komiti ~s work for the district hospital, vi 1 1age
school, village sanitation, and water supply (SChoeffe 1 1979:6-7). The
wanen complained that their work was taken for granted while government
officals "ate their sweat" (Ibid.:7). As a result, they devoted rrore time
to two churches in the village and less to cc:muunity projects, much to the
disrray of the local pulenu~u, sanitary inspector, headrraster, and doctor who
were officially responsible for work that the wanen were less inclined to
perform (Ibid.).
The above raise a very critical point felt by wanen throughout the
Pacific. Wornen have experienced frustration at their inability to represent
themsel ves to the central government am in rural development projects.
Aware of their indispensable role, they resent the fonnal invisibility of
their contribution to the econany, i.e., the fact that they are not classi-
fied as , at least in part, economic beings. The komiti, being regarded as
a service group or auxiliary, rather than as a cc:mrrercially valued group, is
a classic exarrple.
A f ina 1 difficu1ty encountered by the komiti has been direct opposition
from nen undertaking projects in cc:mrrercial agriculture. In two projects,
growing taro and bananas for export, both groups suffered fran the refusal
of assistance, attempts to withdraw access of cultivable land from the
women, and criticism of their efforts (Schoeffel 1983:10). In both cases
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the wonen were seen as obtaining official funds for what was an intrusion
into masculine spheres of activity (Ibid.). In contrast, wonen's komiti
projects in dairy and egg proouction have not rret with opposition largely
because they are non-traditional enterprises and are seen as service rather
than commercial activities.
On the national level, main churches in Western Samce. have had Central
Women's associations since the 19th century (Ibid.: 6). However, a secul ar
Central Wonen's Corrmittee was fonned. as recently as 1959, and later recon-
stistuted as the Western Samoa National Council of Warnen in 1966 (Schoeffel
1979:7). Because the electoral system of Samoa is based upon chiefly and
predominantly male franchise, it was hq:>ed that a central kaniti would give
wanen voice at the national level, coordinate komiti projects and provide
services for rural worren visiting Apia (Schoeffel 1983:6).
Since its founding, hcwever, the NG\T has failErl to act as a national
voice. The factional nature of Samc:an politics, the lack of integration
with the governrrent, and the 1ack of power invested by the NG\T's Constitu-
tion upon village leaders, has resulted in a low record of achieverrent
(Ibid.:7). Run by women who are mostly known as the wives daughters or
sisters of national leaders, the NCW has taken on a social and cererronial
image (Schoeffel 1979:7). In 1979, as a result of criticism by praninent
SCuroan worren and international pressure from the U.N. international Worren's
Year in 1975, the governrrent appointed a (cabinet- selected) group of worren
to a Worren's Advisory Canmittee (WAC) and employed a full-time secretary to
administer the Corrmittee's responsiblities (Schoeffel 1983:7).
The WAC was attached to the Prime Minister's Departrrent and consisted
of a president and aoother seven executive mEmbers, including representa-
tives of the Health Department's Public Health Nursing Section and the
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Ministry of Agriculture's Home Economics Section (Ibid.). A typist, vehi-
cle, and driver were also made available to the WAC. Fbllcwing a change of
government in 1982 the WAC \YaS amalgarrated with the Canmittee of Pulenu'u
and the secretary given the responsibility of administering the WACjPulenu'u
Committee (Ibid.). Supporting facilities IAere also shared. SUch a danotion
was possibly due to funding difficulties associated with the national vil-
lage development prCXjranme (Ibid.). As of 1983 pror::osal s IAere being for-
\varded to the governrrent to restore the autonomous, independent identity of
the WAC (Ibid.).
The function of the T/JAC is to advise and crnsul t on the contribution of
wumen to rural deve lopnent. Through the WAC, project requests from the
komiti are channelled. The WAC then recornrrends or advises against thEm to
the rural development comnittee of which the secretary of the WAC is a
member (Ibid.).
The WAC organized a Hane Econanics unit. This prCXjrarn taught cooking,
sewing, and the use of hane-bui 1t stoves and drum ovens, and was actual 1y
irrp lemented by the Dep:trtment of agricul ture (Ibid.). In response to an Iill
survey indicating that the prcduction and quality of handicrafts had de-
clined, the WAC corrmenced with a prCXjrarn in 1980 to plant paper mulberry and
pandanus trees in villages (Ibid.). High quality supplies of raw materials
were thereby established. In 1981 plans were underway for training work-
shops to pranote local handicraft skills in rural areas. Plans were also
developed for the collection and. marketing of handicrafts through the gov-
ernment Handicraft Corporation (Ibid.).
In 1981 the WAC planned a national campaign for the conservation and
employrrent of water resources. In that same year, wurkshops for WDrren,
organized by the vVAC, focussed on hone ec::onanics, poultry managEment, in-
corre-raising activities, and livestock managEment (Ibid.).
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Though beyond the soope of this paper, it deserves comrrent that the WAC
was actively involved in 1980 in assisting town worren through snaIl incorre-
generating scherres (Thanas & Simi 1982:10). The scherre arose initially fran
an ESCAP initiative which set up a series of oonsul tations and workshops on
wanen/s needs and businesses in the Pacific. Following the workshops ESCAP
provided cash donations to assist waren in establishing businesses. The
grant given to W. sarroa was to be used at the discretion of the secretary of
the WAC (Ibid.).
In addition to the kaniti, NCW, and WAC, the Hane Economic Service was
active (at least in the 1970s) furthering worren/s developnent (possibly this
is the sane institution as the Harre Economics Unit mentioned above, but
sources use different Danes). 'The service was fourrled in 1972 with aid from
the FSP and the Western Samoa NCW. Its program incl uded discussions and
activities with mothers on the subject of balanced rreals, good health (im-
proverrent of the kitchen, water, 1 i ving quarters, waste disposa1), clothing
(care of), hane nursing, first-aid, childcare, carpentry, and food preserva-
tion (PPSEAWA 1978:133). In 1977 a Home Economics Training Centre was
established along similar lines as the CErC; leaders are trained in order
that they may return to the village am teach their peq:>le. In 1977 the
enrollment was 23 and in 1978, 17 (Ibid.:134). The values imparted in the
program appear to be very conservative or conventional in the western sense.
For example, a wanan is taught that she can be a Christian leader in her
fami 1Y and that she can be a good housewife, cock, tail or, gardener, hygien-
ic mother, cabinet maker, and administrator (Ibid.). On the surface, the
program does not seEm to meet the more pressing economic needs of worren but
rather, affirms their danestic, non-economic/canrrercial roles. In light of
this deficiency and lack of further data on the organization, it is possible
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that it foundered or was merged with another institution.
In the early 1970s wanen's econanic activities which lay outside the
komiti increased noticeably. While target production continuEd, the mrrnter
of long-term business ventures grew. The projects were village-based and,
although initiated by the kaniti, did not necessarily include all komiti
members (Thonas & Simi 1982:7). The ventures included dairy farms, pigger-
ies, chicken raising, and banana plantations. Some of these projects have
been short-lived due to jealousies, family rivalries, the wanen's lack of
knowledge about busiress procedures, and traditional demands placed upon
them such as a matai's request for chickens or other project stock for a
village feast or cererrony (Ibid.). Betv.een 1977 and 1981 the nurrber of
women's agricultural businesses increased dramatically with the advent of
the Rural Development Prograrmne (Ibid.:8). By February 1982 wanen's busi-
ness activities included chicken farms, piggeries, dairy farms, handicraft
production for export, fXl-ssion fruit production, rural trade stores, travel
an tourist o~rations, tailoring, school and sports unifonns manufacturing,
and urban take-away food shops (Ibid.:9).
In sumna.tion of the Samoan data, i t ap~ars that the importance of
wornen's work, and highest degree of wanen's rarticipation in the rural
economy, is at the danestic and conmunity level (Schoeffel 1983:8). Wornen's
greatest economic contribution was traditionally associated with the manu-
facture of household and exchange goods: mats, house-blinds, thatch pieces,
tapa cloth, and oil. More importantly, hcwever, it is at this level of the
economy that modernization and social change has had the biggest irnp::tct
(Ibid. ). Iron-roofed houses are being illi 1t, thus reducing the reed for
thatch and blind. Traditional valuables are being replaced by cash and
imported goods (including food). vJestern medicine and changing preferences
have reduced the demand for traditional medicines and coconut oil. All of
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these changes outline a decline in the fenale productive sphere while the
male sphere of agriculture has exp3.nded (Ibid.:10). Such facts of social
and econanic change only serve to highlight the importance of "'-Drren's komiti
and the renarkable degree to which they are adapting to changes inspite of
problems. Clearly, whether as Peaceful voluntary worren's groups, or criti-
cal formns of waren's struggle for equal rights, rewards and recognition,
the komiti is an indigenous respcnse to be reckoned with. Further, both the
komiti and worren's business projects are a resource which the government
cannot afford to discredit or lese, an offiervation which could pertain to
most warren's groups in the Pacific.
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Conclusion
The reasons for using waren's associations through which to initiate
and maintain development projects varies in the south Pacific. Worren's
groups act as a voice or representative of many warren. It is also easier
and less risky to channel aid through an organization. In sorre cases, group
projects spread the aspired benefits furthest (Ibid.:27). In all cases
wanen's groups are regarded as part of the corrmmity and therein lies the
rationale that programs which help wanen will, in turn, benfit the whole
community. Working through worren is seen as a way to affect the lives of
rrany people besides worren.
Schoeffel has identified four types of projects existing throughout the
Pacific. First are the service projects which are mllective undertakings,
utilizing the labor of adult waren for the benefit of the comnunity. second
are the resource pooling projects, follcwed by target production projects
(as in Western SanDa), and f ina11y, corrmercia1 ventures (Ibid.: 31-32) .
The foregoing analysis of worren's associations in five Pacific coun-
tries reveals that waren's clubs are a century-old phenorrena, started by
missionaries and wives of colonial government officials, but have been
rapidly changing since the 1970s (advent of the U.N. Decade for Worren). In
response to social and econanic change in the Pacific, and the rise of new
issues, worren's associations are taking on a calling and shape of their own.
Even clubs which are still rrore "service" or "dorrestic" oriented are, rrore
recently, taking on indigenous, culturally appropriate values and structure,
and otherwise rreeting ba.sic, contemporary needs. It appears that Pacific
women criticize courses which teach dorrestic skills to the excl us ion of
courses which would enhance wanen's traditional productive roles. Many
women aspire to bake scones, sew and learn other hanerraking skills, but, as
the issues expressed in the worren's movement portray, these activities
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represent only part of a worran's V\Drking life. Worren derrand recognition of
their productive roles and potential camnercial strengths.
Simarly, it has reen shown that worren's clubs, as a response to the
above argurrent, are becaning rrore productive and. business oriented. Courses
now include offerings in carpentry, business rranagement and accounting,
anirral husbandry, srrall-scale cash-earning projects, appropriate techno1ogy
and the like, to complement worren's nurturative, dorrestic skills. In gain-
ing new productive skills, worren are better able to particiapte in develcp-
rrent.
The overall effect of the clubs, in concert with the wanen's movEment,
has been to strengthen wanen's position vis a vis men in the developrrent of
the nation. They have provided wanen with more legitirrate opportunities to
clarify and voice their needs, aspirations and opinions. Clubs have in-
creased wanen's awareness beyond their irmrediate environrrents, given wanen
visibi lity, enabled them to be r:art of the decision rraking process and form
national and provincial councils of their own, and have enabled WOllen to
apply pressure at the camnunity, pt"ovincial and raticnal levels to effect
changes which have advanced whole canmunities and wanen as a group. Fur-
therrrore, as tl1e above case studies derocmstrate, village "flaren's associa-
tions are the building blocks to po~r at the national level. It is the
clubs, kautaha and komiti which support pt"ovincial and rational councils
which, in turn, press for changes needed to ensure equal particir:ation by
worren in all forms of economic, social and political activity (Bonnell
1982:10).
The foregoing analysis of the worren's movement and wanen in development
in the south Pacific has revealed several concerns aJ:x:>ut research on waren.
First is the shortage of data or relevent analysis of data on the
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contemPJrary socio-economic conditions of Pacific islanders, particularly of
wanen (Schoeffel 1985:174). specifically, there is the shortage of data on
worren's econanic invol verrent in ccmmmity and national developnent, perhaps
owing to the previously discussed perception of worren as non-"economic"
beings.
The second concern stresses the need. for Women's Studies. This has
been an area which all agencies tend to neglect with the exception of USP's
Centre for Applied Studies in Developnent (Lechte 1982:5). Infornation is
being added by a growing number of Pacific waren who are researching their
own history, status, lives, potential, and future. To this, agencies must
provide resources but not direction (Ibid.). In other words, warren nust be
allowed to set their own gcal s and seek agency resourCEs to achieve them.
The expected spin-off would be a set of guidelines for agencies which would
discourage them and governments fran imposing their priorities fran their
own preconceptions and agendas (Ibid. ).
The third concern is that when doing research, careful attention shou ld
be paid to the actual roles and circumstances of worren, rather than assume
that they do not differ greatly from one society to another (Meleisea
1982:60). This is especially borne out in infornation on the 'Iblai and
Western Samoans. The Tolai have been much more invloved in agriculture and
have no cultural tradition of waren's associatims, whereas in Western Samoa
wanen were less engaged in agriculture on a routine basis but had worren's
associations from the pre-contact era. Further, the roles of worren in both
of these societies, and elsewhere in the region, contrast marked.ly fran
conventional western patterns. Overall, it appears that Pacific \\Drren have
always had productive roles in addition to their darestic ones, although
this has been a grave oversight on the part of governments and agencies
alike. In short, what is appropriate in one society is not necessarily so
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in another.
All observations cited in this paper speak of the tremendous need for
recognition of warren's associatims, and for creativity in designing pro-
grams and dealing with these groups. In Western Samoa, for example, greater
recognition 'YVOuld propel the kaniti; 'YVOuld save the SarrDan governnent some
mistakes and wasted money; would give women the encouragement they neEd to
engage in projects from which all nay benefit; and would put an end to the
futile perception that men's and wonen's roles belong to sep3.rate, distinct,
p.IDlic and private, coITUlErcial and danestic \\Drlds, respectively. SUch a
perception will hurt the government and country as we11 as women in particu-
lar, not to mention how it can foster the underutilization of skills and
potentials of half the population.
The neEd for greater creativity in dealing with wanen's work is wide-
spread. Women's needs are different from nen's in rrany cases, and Pacific
women's roles differ fran those of western women and even fran each other.
Against the backdrop of changing lifestyles too, creativity is sorely
needed. It is precisely rural warren's associations which could playa very
important p3.rt in rrore imaginative and relevant 'YVOrnen's training programs
and develo:r;rrent projects (Meleisea 1986:71). The cl ubs themsel ves are,
after all, the creative link betv-.:een individual warren and the governmEnt and
international organizations. Clearly, these clubs are developing a rnanenturn
of their own and are proving adaptable to change. They are becoming an
indigenous forum through which wanen are responding, and are a valid expres-
sion of Pacific \\Drnen. Women's associations and the backdrop of the U.N.
Decade for Wornen 1975-1985 have had a significant irnp::tct. Warren are receiv-
ing rrore types of education than ever before. They are becoming political-
ly, econanically and socially aware, and are interested in working in their
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villages. Worren are, after nuch struggle, beginning to gain access to
opportunities which wi 11 improve 1i ving standards everywhere.
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End Notes
1. Inspite of the proliferation of conferenCEs, organlZl11g them and
securing government support and interest was far fran easy. PNG dela-
gates to the Economic and Social Canmission for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP) Preparation Meeting for the U.N. Decade for v-lorren, in 1979,
insisted that ESCAP sponsor a follow-up meeting to the Copenhagen
conference, so that Pacific women could develop a regional plan of
action. with support from the delagates attending the Copenhagen con-
ference, their wish was finally granted (Gocrlwillie & Lechte 1986:59).
Also in 1980 was the SPC annual conference in PNG. The thEme was, "The
Role of Worren in Developrrent in the South Pacific." However, PN3 women
v..ere appalled that of the 200 delegates, only 2 v..ere women, and that the
theme was discussed with little reference to the worren themselves.
Accordingly, PNG wanen protested silently, waving placards instead of
pouring tea during morning break, and eventually they were given permis-
sion to speak (Ibid.). It was this protest and final recognition which
resul ted in the reso 1ution to ho1d a seminar of worren in Papeete, where
worren could develop their own views to present to the next SPC confer-
ence in 1981. In turn, it was the reconmendations fran that Papeete
conference which resulted in 7 projects and several suggestirns, not
least of which was the establishment of the Pacific worren~s Resource
Bureau.
2. The degree of official blindness with regard to the role of wanen in the
national economy is reflected in the 1971 population and housing census
for Western Samoa (school girls excluded):
Economically Active
working primarily for money






3. A large share of the operating cost of the centre was provided by the
Australian Freedom From Hunger campaign on a trJYee-year basis bt-.JYough
1979. Other funding was given by CORSO (of New zealand) and by the
provincial government of British Columbia (SIC 1981:1). Since 1979
external funding has been restricted to scholarships for students,
provided by a snaIl number of women ~ s organizations (Ibid.).
4. Petween 1963 and 1970, 160 v..Drren finished the training course (Wendt






































5. It is notewurthy that these wumen's investment corporations are divert-
ing resources fran rural to urban areas by using rural capital to
finance the urban service sector; as of 1983, therefore, the IID/Can-
merce project was not making any significant contribution to wanen's
groups or wanen's employment in the rural areas (Schoeffel 1983:24).
6. As of 1982 there were 19 ferrale BD03 throughout the country, but their
wurk apparently focussed rrore on general duties and less on assisting
wanen's projects (Manumanua 1982:8). Filling this "gap" has been male
officers as \\ell as CDoo and VOO volunteers.
7. The pandanus sleeping mats woven by Tolai wumen today are a legacy fran
island missionary wives (Schoeffel 1983: 11) .
8. Tolai comprise the daninant ethnic group in East New Britain, numbering
about 70,000 (Meleisea 1982:58).
9. There seEmS to be sane confusion as to whether the Nilai Ra Warden was
the same organization as the Raffiul Wanen's Association (IWA) mentioned
in the November 1978 edition of Women Speak OUt. The activities of the
association appear to be the same as those of the Provincial Council of
Women, though the m-JA was founded in 1970, i.e., approximately 8 years
before the provincial council.
10. The Rabaul Women's Association, as of 1978, was said to have a kiosk at
the airport, and be running PMVs (Public Motor Vehicles) (PWRC 1978b:4-
5) •
11. Until as late as 1979 the 110 shareholders were drawn solely frrn1 areas
in the vicinity of Goroka tCMlD because this allowed for easier contact
between the staff and shareholders (Sexton 1980:321).
12. Popularity, however, is not the whole rrotivation for joining a coopera-
tive. While wanen of Vava'u and Tongatapu indicated that they joined
vohmtarily; the rnajority of Ha'apai :rrembers joined because t."I1ey felt it
was required of them by their canmunity. From this it was inferred that
traditional corrmunal lifestyle in Ha'apai was relatively in tact




RESOLUTIONS OF THE PACIFIC WOMENS CONFERENCE
ocr. 27 - NOV. 2, ]975.
On Women and Education
Preamble -
PJ3 ?-
On Women and the Family
Resolution ]: We accept the sentiment expressed that women need to have a surer method of
rece1ving economic support for the family. and that free legal aid, home counselling and govern-
ment subsidy through child endowments be provided for women.
Resolution 2: That all parents make special effort to train and educate their children regarding
their attitudes and responsibilities in the family.
Resolution 3: As domestic violence seems to be largely the result of excessive consumption. 01
liquor, that a national educational programme be conducted in the use of alcohol through school
curriculum and all levels of the mass media.
ResolutIon 4: That all present government policies and legislation be reviewed and future policies
and legislation incorporate the strengths and responsibilities of the extended family system.
On Women's Health
Resolution ]: It is understood that very little research has been done in the Pacific region on
Women's Health. Thus. this conference should push for more research and this should be by
Pacific health teams. because of their understanding of their own people mentally. psychologically
and medically.
Resolution 2: This conference should press for a definite guide for Pacific countries on under-
nutrition and protein and energy malnutrition. Results will have to be classified as items and repor-
ted in the country's medical reports available to the public. Women!! groups should ensure these
are read and absorbed by their politicians.
Resolution 3: South Pacific women can be encouraged to more breast-feeding. In the education
syllabus. and with the adult education. encouragement can be placed on the advantages of breast-
feeding.
Resolution 4: Family Planning publicity is needed at all levels of rural and urban life and morC
audio-visual aids should be used. depicting actual Pacific scenes and people, and that Family Plan-
ning welfare and education should be introduced in all educational institutions.
Resolution 5: This Women's Conference requests the World Heahh Organisation through regional
governments to send a health team to research the radioactive fallout and its consequences on the
health of Pacific peoples, islands and especially on present and unborn children and that this infor-
mation be made available to the Pacific people.
On Women and Religion
Resolution l: That the learning and process of religious education and the opportunities to attain
the highest possible rank in the religious structure be opened to both men and women.
Resolution 2: That monetary offerings towards any church or religious activity be made voluntarily
rather than imposed and the practise of publicizing the donor be eradicated to stop unnecessary
competitive offering.
,A-PfU.'ldl i)( 1-
That the educational objective for boys and girls. men and women, be the same. The most impor-
tant objective of formal education should be to equip all people with the relevant skills necessary
for daily living.
'The Curriculum
Resolution ]: That the school curriculum be widened to include relevant activities to help train
stUdents for their community. A "basic" education course be included in the existing education
core and this should cover all social, economic and political skills (which does not exist in the
present curriculum) which the child requires for all the different roles he/she will be expected to
play in the future.
Resolution 2: That the formal school curriculum include a course mounted especially to help
students to understand one another and their own culture and the different roles they will need to
play in their own society. That educational programmes for parents and guardians be organised to
mvolve them in this programme.
Resolution 3: That greater emphasis be put on the development and implementation of courses on
local craft and local food preservation.
Resolution 4: That the curriculum of Pacific schools be Pacific orientated and youth be trained to
respect their land, their identity and their heritage. This will involve a thorough examination of the
present formal school system. Foreign elements which demote such a process should be rem<Wed
and new ones evolved to replace them. Relevant basic texts to support such a' revised re-orientation
course must be written for the Pacific area. Education must be for self-reliance.
Resolution 5: That the educational authorities be urged to re-examine and ban all text books that
use sexist and imperialistic language and concepts.
Resolution 6: This Conference recognises that in many areas ·pidgin· or the vernacular language is
a valid and beautiful language spoken by the majority, not only nationally but also regionally.
Therefore, in order that education serves the masses, national development, unity and regional co-
operation, these languages should be the language of instruction.
Parents' &I Teacbers' Association
Resolution 7: That Parents' and Teachers' Associations be established in those territories where
they do not exist and educational programmes be organised through it. encouraging and helping
parents widen the educational opportunities and horizons for their children.
Women's Participation
Resolution 8: That the women of the Pacifidc make every possible effort. use every opportunity
available, contact every organisation possible to make funds and resources available so that com-
plete and free education can be offered at all levels for everyone.
Continuing Education
Resolution 9: That all systems of education in the Pacific include a section on continuing
education.
Resolution 10: That the University of the South Pacific and other training institutions include cour-
ses where all students participate in community development programmes in rural and urban areas
.as part of their degree and diploma course requirements.
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Resolution 1: That the Pacific Women's Conference supports that the titles of all lands being retur-
ned to Aboriginal people be freehold and not leasehold and that the Department of Aboriginal Af·
fairs be taken out of the Public Service and total control be given to the Aboriginal Community.
18
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Resolution 111 That the University of the South Pacific and other universities in the Pacific area
mount and conduct training courses for communication, technical skills for the -news media" (e.g.
skills for newspapers, radio and filming work) and that women be encouraged to participate.
On Women and Politics
PJ3<:
Community Education
Resolution 121 That the Pacific women who have had the advantage of formal education help those
who have been less fortunate and organize programmes to encourage, equip and develop their skills
for full participation in their own community at aU levels and that Pacific women use the
traditional personal approach when presenting any educational programme and attempt always to
treat with respect and consideration any different cuhure.
Resolution 131 That education programmes and the needs of countries of the Pacific be defined by
·the people themselves.
Education Work
Resolution 141 As education must be above aU an education for self-reliance, parents must be
assisted in participating actively in the review of their children's work and the maintenance of
school facihties by the establishment of a National Education Week" during which parents visit
schools to see children and teachers at work and help to repair classrooms and furniture.
Resolution 15: That an area where women are traditionally the cultivators of the soil, it is the
women who must be the recepients.ofagricultural training programmes.
Resolution 16: Adult education and literacy programmes, priority items, should be conducted ac-
cording to the themes and guidelines enumerated above. Special emphasis must be placed on
educating men toward non-sexist attitudes.
Education and the Media
Resolution 171 That the media, being the most effective means of education ,and communication,
be scrutinized so that -
(a) pro~rammes whi~h are relevant to and consistent with national and regional interests are
responSibly chosen by the Directors of the media;
(b) commercial advertising which may have adverse effects on the nation or the region is restricted
or prohibited.
Resolution 181 That every effort be made to control the type of films which are harmful to the
social and cultural development of any community.
On Women aad the Law
Resolution 11 That delegates from this Conference pressure their governments for the establishment
of a Law Review or Law Reform Committee to review laws in their country so that they are more
suitable to their way of life: and that such a body include equal numbers of wamen and men and
that women's organisatons be consulted during the process of review and when new laws are being
written.
Resolution 21 That a Resource Centre be set up where information and skilled P..l:rsons can be
utilised throughout the Pacific and that through this proposed Resource Unit, Pacific women are
represented internationally, on social. economic, environmental and legal issues, so that information
can be filtered back lind women mobilized.
t.
Resolution 2: That the Federal Department for Aboriginal Affairs support the move for a Royal
Commission into:
I: Aborigines and Police
2. Aborigines and the Administration of Justice
3. Aborigines and Corrective Services.
Resolution 31 That the government give assurance to all Aboriginal legal services that they will
remain in existence regardless of which political party is in power.
Resolution 4: That this Conference supports the recognition of the Australian descendents of South
Sea Island people for compensation for loss of land. culture and identity.
The Maori Land March
Resolution 5: That a cable supporting the Maori marchers camped on the steps of Parliament
House. Wellington. New Zealand. be sent. The cable sent read as follows:-
THE PACIFIC WOMEN'S CONFERENCE WHICH IS BEING HELD HERE IN SUVA. FIJI.
FROM OCTOBER 27 TO NOVEMBER I. AND WHICH IS BEING ATTENDED BY WOMEN
FROM THROUGHOUT THE PACIFIC REGION. DECLARES ITS SUPPORT AND
SOLIDARITY WITH OUR MAORI BROTHERS AND SISTERS CAMPED OUTSIDE
PARLIAMENT HOUSE IN WELLINGTON STOP WE SUPPORT THEIR DEMAND FOR AN
ASSURANCE FROM THE NEW ZEALAND GOVERNMENT THAT NOT ONE MORE ACRE
OF MAORI LAND WILL BE TAKEN FROM THEM STOP WE BELIEVE THAT IT IS ONLY
THROUGH SUCH CONTINUED STRUGGLE AND UNITY THAT THE MAORI PEOPLE WILL
REGAIN STATUS. IDENTITY AND SELF·DTERMINATION IN THEIR OWN LAND.
AOTEAROA.
mE PACIFIC WOMEN'S CONFERENCE
Resolution 6: That the Pacific Women's Conference supports the Queensland Land Rights Con·
ference to be held from November 28 to December I. and a cablegram of support will be sent to
the Aboriginals who are organising the Conference. Should there be any money left over from this
Conference a contribution will be sent.
On Women .nd the Pacific Community
Resolution I: That a Regional Pacific Women's Resource Centre be formed where information and
skilled persons can be utilised throughout the Pacific.
~esolutlon 21 That a regional Pacific Women's Association be rormed to be the support group of
the proposed Pacific Women's Resource Centre.
Resolution 3: That the Conference will help and support the struggles of women in the colonial
territories of tbe Pacific and that women in independent and self-governing countries be made
more aware of the double dirriculties facing women in colonised countries: that we publicise and
circulate among women the situation facing women in the colonial territories. for example Dewe
Gorodey. and offer financial support.
-8'3 -
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Resolution 4: That Resolution 3 become a function of the Regional Pacific Women's Association.
Resolution S: That the Conference SuppOl1 a denuclearised Pacific and in pal1icular the proposa5
of the People's Treaty for a Nuclear Free Pacific formulated by the Conference for a Nuclear Free
Pacific. April 1-6. 197:;.
Resolution 6: That the independent and self-governing nations in the Pacific suppol1 territories un-
der colonialism wanting to achieve self-government status. namely the independence movements of
New Caledonia. New Hebrides. Micronesia and the autonomist pal1ies of French Polynesia.
Resolution 7: That the 200 miles territorial limit proposal at the Law of the Sea Conference is in
the interests of the Pacific people and that the conference sUPPOl1S this proposal.
Gelleral
Resolution 1: That the South Pacific Regional Women's Conference of this kind be held every
three years. countries in the Pacific taking turns to host and that an Executive meeting of the
Soulh Pacific Regional Women's Conference be held annually. or as it suits. The members of the
Executive Committee should be comprised of representatives from each country or territory to
review and evaluate the outcome of the last meeting and to plan for the future meeting.
Resolution 2: That all meetings of the South Pacific Regional Women's Conference whether it be
of Executive or General be opened and closed in the traditional style of the host country.
~ f6'i -
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LIST OF CLUBS VISITED




?ienuna DeW Ranogga 31 11 Sewing,Gardening $ 50.00
(Western Handicrafts
Province)
i\:oriovuku Ranogga 40 1 Sewing,Gardening 100.00
(Western Handicrafts
Province)
Obobulu Ranogga 32 7 Sewing,Gardening 45.00
(W.P.) Handicrafts
Suava Sisters Simbo 10 ,II Inactive Nil
(W.P.)
Tusumine North 33 21 Sewing 256.00
New Georgia
(W.P.)
Tono Rendova 15 4 Sewing 120.00
(W.P.)
Hiriro Rendova 15 1 Sewing 64.00
(W.P.) Handicrafts
Kokomu Kokomu 25 10 Sewing 197.38
Malaita Handicrafts
Province Dancing
Auki Parish Auki 20 12 Sewing, 70.00
Malaita Gardening,
Province Handicrafts
Gwanunaoa West Kwarae 30 9 Sewing,Gardening 60.00
M.P. Handicrafts
Fiu Bridge Fiu,West 18 9 Gardening 170.72
Kwa'arae Handicrafts
M.P.
St. Augustine Fasitorongo 19 1 Sewing 25.00
M.P. Handicrafts
Takwa North Malaita 20 8 Gardening 50.00
M.P. Handicraft
Buala Maringe 30 22 Sewing,Handicraft 300.00
Isabel Provo Dancing
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ALLOCATION OF STAFF 14'ID DISTRIBUTION OF CT-,UBS
Note: At least 90% of these Clubs participate fully in one way or another on the projects described i
r.eport.
Division District Officer F In Clubs Tota1.. ~ .... __ ~~__ ._~ :..__ ~ M/F. Clubs Total l1c.'TI.ber.shir:
CENT~.L Suva 1 64 20 1 85 3,666
Nausori 1 80 9 1 90 2,018
Naitasiri - 62 1 - 63 1,731
Rorovou 1 71 1 - 72 1,210
Navua 1 37 5 - 42 662
Headquarter 5
WESTERN Lautoka 2 62 58 15 135 4,144
Ra 1 78 12 1 91 1,563
Tavua 1 29 7 1 37 .trOo
Ba 1 31 45 8 84 1,720
Nadi 1 39 36 5 80 1,810
Nadroga 1 86 27 4 117 3,599
EASTERN Kadavu 1 87 - - 87 1,779
Lau 1 84 - - 84 1,325
Lomaiviti - 71 1 2 74 1,285
.,'".. '
NORTHERN .. Labasa 1 83 '9 - 92 757
'Dua
,
1 40 8 - 48 747
Savusavu 3 96 5 3 104 1,794
TOTlili 4 . 17 26 1,100 24<1 41 1;385 30,2.10
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CASE STUDIES OF FOUR TYPES OF KAUTAHA
A SUMMARY
Criteria National Organization Catholic Women's Village hased Island based
for ('Langa fonua ') Organization organization Organization
Comparison ("Fe'otal\i-- (Fonufiefia-
Mataikal Ha'apai)
J. Size The largest organi· Big organization III Members 12 Members (began
zation in Tonga, (Exact number not with 6 in 1971)
(exact number available)
unavailahle)
2. Location Nuku'alofa, Tonga- Nuku'alofa, Tonga Mataika. Pangai. Ha 'apai
of Head- tapu (Commiuees in -tapu (local Vava'u (2Yz
quaners all villages) offices in other miles from
districts) Neiafu)
J. Purpose Promotion of Public Development of Development To develop the
health and well-being. Member's homes. of members role and life of
Aim to provide flush especially hou- homes. In 1976 women at home
toilets to all homes sing, meals etc. aimed to build
in Tonga for poorer mern- a furnished
bers. Emphasis kitchen for




4, Member Open to all women Open to all All women in Originally wives
-- ·ship throughout the Catholic Mataika, but of Agricultural .
Kingdom women. Others only'; of the Depanment staff.
may join 18 members are but later opened
from families 10 anyone.
owning land in
the village.
5, Control Executives in· Nuns run and Beller educated
c1udes members of organise, Lea- members
.:
the Royal family, ders are richer
wives of minis· or beller edu-







6, Activi· Domestic work e.g. Cooking, Sewing, Domestic Weaving, cooking.
ties cleaning homes. making handi- training e.g. growing vege·
planting gardens crafts. plus cooking. table garde ns.
etc; encouraged by other domestic sewing. Con· sewing. renova·
public inspections; work. Yearly struction of ling kitchens.
distributed fila· inspection. Sell kitchens with Yearly inspec-
riasis pill for handicrafts of 2 days coope- lion.
national campaign with their own Handi· rative ....ork.




















well as between mem-
bers and executives



































of 10 cents every
2 weeks to Kautaha
fund. This is
shared at the end
of the year. Money
comes from hus-
band's wages and






























































Tray covers 12 II
This report is reproduced without editing as submitted by the
Ha'apai Community Center members.
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--•• 1 Jota1 number.-af ~om~'~:'" :~::~ >' :' >;~.~- .': .. -
····;~I~~~~silll~iili&i~~~·~II;;")~;:·
'·>~:·10cal1y:·:='--:.::;·?L~S"'T$5,246:02 '.. (US$5,933:63) .'.'
$unmary .Of. Acti vi ti~~:.;t:~:~;~t~i1~~'>.··...HW:;~;':··.J.E::..•..
Renovatlon. .. ..,~-=",:,;~: :c-, ..... '.: .•. ~C:,;,' •. '·Utensl1 s contlnued.
Living houses 10 ~";;~~;i~'~'~" '.:;:_.~"{~~~,~~.~ Desert dishes...." .
Kitchens 98 Baking trays
Bathrooms 38 _._".. Hand basins
Toilets 59 Basin for washing
Pig Pens 18 dishes
Newly Buil t: Pots.
Living houses 16 Bucket for carrylng
Ki tchens 22 water
Bathrooms 75
Toilets 27
Fences for homes 102
Other Improvements to homes:




































Homes with concrete bathroom to complete
Homes with washing tubs only
Homes with washing equipments completed
Homes with concrete bathroom completed
Homes with cement water tanks
Homes with Tongan kitchen complete.
.- _ . - .r". "... ~ .-; -' ~_ ~ ,,:: '.. ' .,.". " . .













The number of groups:
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::10 ·.Homes with dining-tablecloths.:,'·: .
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. 1 _.. Homewith'cupbt?ardcompleted .
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- 8 Homes with different varieties of mats,' fourea'ctl'" --
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1 School teacher with 1 pr. blanket, 2 prs. pillow cases,
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water jug and drinking· ;glasses ~
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The above activities' were: completed within 'six"mo'nths~::Much
, I '.r·.~~:}~. u- ..'~. ' i- ';- ~ :,...... '-.~ ". •• -
gratitude goes to the Sr~:.· Incharge' and group leaders-for ·"their fine.
- '. .-'''- '. -- ... ;:f....~
/
'.,
effort and hardwork and to hopefully continue this programme so
"
} that it reaches all of the Ha'apai islands.
l" _'





To extend the Development Programme into the outer. islands.
To complete the kitchens, bathrooms that are unfinished
To continue improving their homes and to influence more women
to join the Village Development Programme, and extend to community
development activities.
Seini I. M. Vakasiuola
Assist. Country Director
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washing tubs ' 239





"Tapa." 100 ft lone each 95
different varieties of mats 1
"Ta'ovala" 345
Total cash grants to groups from FSP/USAID through 3ister tor the
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Total number of homes· served .• ~ .• ~ 577 I
Total number of groups ...•.•..••.. 97
!
. i
Total number of group members .••.• 577
Total number of people benefits ••• 3,898
Total local funds raised ......••.T$18,7l9:l2
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Total number of groups: 180.
Total number of group members: 1 ,137.
Total number of people benefits: 7,368.
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furnitures: sewing machines 5
lounge chairs 116 cement water tanks 155
beds 488
sideboards 194 -
Other Improvements to Homes:
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